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The Uncertainties of History.

O. D. MUNN, 8. H. WALES, A. E. BEACH.

During the confinement of Marie Antoinette,
the Queen of France, by the JaC'obins of Paris,
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she was deprived of the use of the cosmetics

with which she was wont to give the raven
hue to her naturally silvery locks ; and his

copies of the pa�er are on sale at the office of
b���i�fi��:d� a�:�l �? ��eriodical stores in this city,
t
e
TER�IS-Two Dollar. per annum.-One Dollar in
advance, and the )"emainder in six montha.
Ill!'"" See Prospectu! on last page.
No Tr aveln
i g

tory, in describing her execution, represents

Single

her hair as changing from a j et black to gray
color through the mental anguish she expe
rienced.

Emperor, and ruthlessly murdering twelve in
nocent persons, presented the same apparently

Fulminating Quicksilver.

strange anomaly from the same cause. When

On the late trial of Dr. Simon Bernard, in

Orsini was arrested, his luxuriant locks were

London, for conspiracy to murder Louis N a
poleon,

some very interesting

formation

was

elicited

in

regarding fulminating powder.

scientific
the

as black as night, but when guillotined, they

in

were of an iron gray color, simply because he

testimony

either neglected his toilet, or else was de

J. D. Parker,

prived of tne usual hair dye he previously em�

a druggist, testified that Bernard on the 14th

ployed to give them their black color.

of November, 1857, bought of him 8 pounds of
absolute alcohol, 1 0 pounds of pure

change to another cause, of course, and we

acid, and 1 pound of quicksilver, which were

have no doubt that history will represent the
effect as being produced by the mental ac

C. Nicholson, chemist, engaged

tivity and agony he experienced dnring his

in the manufacture of fulminating powdor for

iucarceration.

the government, testified that the ingredients
and proportions for making fulminating mer

The House of Representatives at Washing

absolute alcohol, and 10 of pure nitric acid.

ton have passed a bill donating land to the

In order to make this powder, the mercury is

several States for the benefit of agriculture

first dissolved in nitric acid, and the solution

and the mechanic arts.

When

this is effected, a violent reaction ensues, ac
companied with evolved masses of white va
por, and the fulminating mercury i s precipi

tated in the form of a dense powder varying
from a white to a gray and a yellow brown
color, but the white is the purest and strong
est.

It is more explosive than gunpowder

when dry, but it is kept prepared in a wet
state, when it is perfectly harmle ss.
Pi�ot, director o f the chemical

M. C.

laboratory

connected with the artillery department in
Paris, testified that the powder of the shells
or grenades employed in the assassination act
in Paris

was pure fulminating mercury.

He

had examined their contents and was sure of

this.

W. Tozer,

of the

artillery works

of

the Woolwich arsenal in England, testified that
fulminating mercury was twenty times strong
er as an explosive

agent than gunpowder.

This he had proved by experiments with shells.
..

.

.. ...

Burning of Western Steamers.

. It appears to us that the new steamboat
law has becom e a dead letter on our Western
waters.

Never before in all the dark history

of Mississippi steam navigation, have more
steamers been burned in the same space of
time than from the beginning of the present
year up to this date.

Some of these disasters,

with the awful consequences attending them,
we have noticed in former numbers, and now
we have to add another to the dread cata
logue.

On the 22d of last month, the Ocean

Spray was cousumed by fire about five miles

above St. Louis while racing with the Hanntbal
City, and although it was broad daylight, the

flames spread so rapidly that a great number
of the passengers lost their lives.

The testi

timony of those who were saved goes to prove
that turpentine was sprinkled among the coals
in the buukers, and this took fire from the
furnace, when the entire destruction of the
vessel followed.

What report will the inspec

that district make of this horrible

..•..

The Government and Agrlcultnre.

cury were 1 part by weight o f mercury, 8 of

thus obtained is added to the alcohol.

His

friends, and the papers generally, attribute the

nitric

the exact proportions for making fulminating
quicksilver.

The assassin O rsini, lately executed

in Paris for attempting the life of the French

Agents employed.

The bill was intro

duced by Mr. Morrill, and passed by yeas 104,
The best means of warming buildings, and

rents.

But if the fire is kept up, the water

of producing an artificially warm atmosphere

would commence boiling, and steam be gen

in conservatories and forcing houses, has often

erated, which would totally stop the action of

been the snbject of discussion in the columns

the apparatus.

This is prevented by an in

of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN; and the general

genious device.

When the apparatus is full

testimony has been in favor of heating by

of water, it rises throngh the pipe, G, up to

means of hot water, the numerous advantages

about an inch in the box, V, which is divided

of which it is needless to recapitulate. It may

into two compartments up to about four-fifths

not be out of place, however, to mention that

of its hight, and a siphon connects the two

with them the air is never in contact with red

compartments.

hot metal, it cannot by any possibility reach

this water is, of course, thrown over the top

a temperature as high as in the hot air fur

When ebullition commences,

of the compartment, and passes through the

nace,' and it becomes charged with no deleteri

pipe, b, into the box, e.

ous gas, but always remains the same in

is a float, which, as it rises, closes the lower

chemical and mechanical

valve,

characteristics as

f,

In this box, e, there

of the draught box, E, that admits

when it entered the arrangement to be heated.

the air under the fire, and thus supports the

Our illnstration is a perspective view of the

combustion, and elevates the upper valve or

f,

excellent arrangement for heating air by hot

damper,

water, invented by J. Brown, of this city, and

on to the top of the fire, and thus checks the

which admits the cold external air

patented by him May 30, 1854, and re-issued

fire, and the current of air cools the water in

to him August 14,

A portion of the

the boiler down to a proper temperature. The

brickwork is removed to show the arrange

external air finds its way to the draught box,

ment of the tubes, and the course of the air

E, by means of the pipe, H, which is repre

and water.

sented as broken off.

1855.

A solid brickwork foundation being pre

a is a pipe by whi ch any steam that may

pared, the boiler, B, is set therein, the fire

by chance be generated can pass down into

door, F, being let into the front of it, and the

the fire, and thence to the chimney.

fire box is made of the boiler itself, so that

air coming down through flue, C', and space,

The cold

there is always a mass of water sl,lrrounding

C, is warmed by contact with the pipes, P,

the fire ;

by this means all the heat proiluced

and passes up through the pipes, W, to the

by the combustion of the fuel is made avail

registers, or other means of rendering it avail

able, and is absorbed by the water. The whole

able for warming the building.

of the apparatus being filled with water, when

arrows indicate the direction of the current of

The white

it gets warm it gradually begins to ascend

air passing i n cold and out warm.

nays 101.

It grants six millions three hun

dred and forty thousand acres of land, to be
apportioned to each State in a proportionate
degree with its number of Senators and Repre
sentatives-which is equal to twenty thousand
acres for each Senator and Representative in
Congress-to which the States are now re
spectively entitled.

The proceeds of the sales

of these lands are required to be invested in
stocks of the United States, or of the State8,
or some other safe stocks, and the money so
invested to constitute a perpetual fund, the
interest of which shall be inviolably appropri
ated by each State to the endowment, support
and maintainence of at least one college,
where the leading obj ect shall be, without ex
cluding other scientific or classical studies, to
teach such branches of learning as relate to
agriculture and the mechanic arts, in such
manner as the Legislatures of the States may
prescribe, in order to promote the liberal and
practical education of the industrial classes in
the several pursuits and professions of life.
......

Traction Engines.

From our English exchanges we lettrn tha.t
Messrs. Tuxford & Sons, of England, are ex
porting quite a number of their traction en
gines to Cuba. They are intended to draw the
sugar from the mill to the railway, to plow,
and to

be

made generally

usefnl.

Senor

Placide Gener is the enterprising importer, and
we hope that he may be well repaid for his ap
preciative spirit.

..•..

A Deadly Color.

from the boiler, B, up the rise pipe, R, and

It will be seen from this description that

from that to the distributing pipe, D, from

the air can never become too hot, and the ap

It is said that the new Azof green of the

this the cold water descending the pipes, P,

paratus is self-regulating in all its parts, and

Paris spring fashions i s dyed of auch poison

allows the warm water to descend in them also,

compensates for any expansion of the water at

ous materials that

and come by the return pipe (seen at the bot

the boiling point.

A continuous ventilating,

their fingers while sewing it lose the use of

tom of the boiler) into the boiler again ; thus

as well as warming current of air is secured

their hands, and ladies have been taken vio

a continuous circulation of warm water grad

through the building, and the air is as pure as

lently ill from wearing shawls of this color,

ually becoming hotter, i s secured-the arrows

the moment it entered the flne.

in the pipes indicate the direction of the cur-

Any more information concerning this ap-
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seamstresses who prick

and in consequ'ence, inhaling its
odors.

The tint is very brilliant.

£,tientific �meritan+
rI
Il!IIIned fl'om the United States Patent Office
rOB THB WllBK

ENDING MAy 4,1858.

[Rsported ollc'lallll for the Scientific American.]

LAMPB-L. Bailey, of Charlestown, Mass. , Rnd R.
Thayer, of BOSt0D, Mass. : We claim, first, The ar
rangement of the annular reservoir, G, within the cRse,
C, as shown, so that both the inside and the outside
t
;!d���al��r::� i�the�� S;fs���� �l �ll�fa�!��
g�:����
the reservoir, Bubstantially as set forth.
Second, The button, L, when made of concavo-convex
form, and of the proper dimensions, 80 as to throw the
r
r g
�� t������:Sa��l �� the �a�� £{��� �!i�i��Yl� ���t�
rise vertically, instead of spreading it laterally, as
usual.
Third, The comhinatioD.of the revolving cap, E, wick
tube, I, with or without the button, L, and the annular
resPIToir, G. arranged relatively with each other, and
used in connection with the case, C, the hollow pedes
tal, B, and base. A, substantially as described, and for
the purpe.e .et forth.
[This invention consists in a peculiar eonstruction of
the lamp, whereby the reservoir containing the burning
material is kept in a cool state, the flame supplied with
a large amonnt of oxygen commensurate with its re
qUirements, to produce perfect combustion, the light is
readily graduated as del!ired, and wholly extinguished
when necel!sary. without the emis�ion of smoke, or any
disagreeable odor, And the wick is retained in proper
position, s� that it may be trimmed accurately with
great facility.J
DEVIOB FOR SIIEL'TERING nOM DUST THE J-,OWER
eARRYING Pur.LEY OF BAND SAws-,James Balla,. of
Richmond, Ind. : I do not claim hanging saws by at
taching the Flame to straps which paFls over reciprocating
p
uA��l:['�f:i:gi,t��hrc1�l� ��{�V���a!:JJ��'laced over the
lower pulley. D, when cOllstrncted and arranged relah e a
d p l y, substantially
;�v:!idf�� t�� p�lt;p ��� :!t f�rth� u le
[This ir1vention relates to an improvement in that
elo.ss of sawin!: machines in which the saws are attached
to straps or bands \vhich pass over pulleys havi:ag a re.
ciprocating rotating motion. The object of the inven.
tion Is to obviate the difficulty attending the accumula
tion of ",,-wdu.t between the lower pulley and saw band.
'rhl. is done by having shields or guards placed over the
lower pulley. properly arranged to protect It.J
STEAM ENllINEs-Daniel Barnum, of Jersey City N
,T.: . r clai:m combining with an air pump of a marlne
engme an Indflpendent or separate suction pipe con.
necting the hold of the ve.'el with the air pnmp direct
ly. and not throll�h the channel way or condem�er
pipe being connected. and the combination being such
.ub
stantlally such as i••et forth.
MAonINE 'FOIt BENDING WOOD-Thomas Blancharcl
�f BC"Jston. Maes.: I do not claim, broadly. WhR.t is
termed compound beniling," or prevf'nting the fibflrs
of the wood from bein� distended lon!<itudinally
bein� bent in the required form, for this processWhile
was
fonnefly patented by me.
Hnt I claim the particular means eml�loyed for thus
bending the wood in the required form, for the special
purpose mentioned. that is to any, the empIoyme.
n t or
UI!Ie of the rotatin1! molrl., E, wUh the strap, G, attnched
in combina.tion with the sliding pressur� barl K pro:
'rided with the adjustable slidp. or stop. h, tbp- out�r enn
ofthfl strap. G, being attached to the bar, K, or box' I..
and
the parts arranged as shown, whereby the strips'
N, maybe bent in regular or irregular curved form'
with the ends adjoining each other, for the manufactu�
late frames, chair bottom hoops, and
�{J�l!i��ti��!�
[A notice of tw. invention ....iIl be found on another
pace.]
MA�nINEs Fda HULUNG RIDE-Francis
BurdIck, of South Eaect, N. Y. : We claimandtheLodowick
pecnliar
dress in our horizontal stone mill, composed of the
frue.
tum of a cone and its corres'Ponding concn.ve, construct
ed and operating as and for the purpose de.cribed.
RULROAD CAR COUPLINGS-W. H. Burrid�e and N.
L. Post. of Clevelnnd. Ohio: We claim making
the
fulcra of the jaws forward of, or more towards the cen
ter of the! coup1in� bar or link than those parts of the
ja..... which catch the head of th.link, .0 that the draft
upc:m the link has a tendency to close the jaws, sub.
,t..ntiallyas described.
And in combination with vibrating jaws having their
fuleraarranlfed itS described, we clai.m the pecu1i.n.r
conM
o e
t i
�k{g�i��e !;i� N:�t ��h��?: tg! ���pli��:�C!!�:�, t��
cal'l! are run together. and by which they uncouple or
disconnect thp,mselves. when one of the
thrown
CR.rBa isgiven
from the track, or the link vibrated beyond
an
gie, as described.
MAOHINE >'OR MAKING HORSE SIIOE NAILs-Ti.dale
earpenter, of Providence, R. I.: I claim the described
machine for makin� horse shoe naUs,
consisting eSFlen
tlally of the revolving die table. I, arm.
the swap;e, I, and shear. m, the carriage,P.8, carrying
with its
8wa.�e, h, constructed and operating in the manner
subM
.!antially RS set forth.
e
I t
i n
retain·
its
with
in� S�rl���o� :��st :;ti;jJ; :! d��gJb�.
Third, I claim, in combination with the
guida, h, arranged and operating as .et forth.table, I, the
WATER CLOSET-William S. Carr, of New York City:
I claim the concave ring or cup, m. screwed onto the
hollow column, 1. In the manner and for the purposes
Mpecifted, when this is naed for pRssing rod to the
lever of pan water closets, substantially asthe
specified.
SERD Pt....NTRRs-Jame. Charlton, of Alleghany, Pa.:
I claim. first, The rings, y, with their lugs, b, projp-cting
etuds, t. and heads, c, in connection with the strips, x,
and eylinder, g, for the purpose of enlarging or conM
tra_ing the seed chambers. and agitating
the seed in
th.hopper.
Second, The arrangement of the flexible rods, S, axlp-,
k, yoke. j, lever" p, nud I3trip, r. with notches, 1 and 2,
as de.cribed. ana for the purpo.e .et forth.
REVOLVING FIBE�RM-Samuel Colt, of Hartford'
Conn. : I claim as new, in combination with
central
pin whiCH is inserted from behind� to admit ofa readily
taking out and replacing the rotating breech! and
which is feathered or otherwise
to the central
bore of the rotating breech••0 a. tofitted
therewith and
which passe. entirely thron�h the turn
central bore 01, the
said rotatin", breech, a.nd into the framing in front for
support, the making of tho rear end or head the said
central pin. with ratchet teeth, or the of
equivalent
thereof, to be acted upon by the mechanism for
turning
:�� f��l�� �� !';l'::!� ��eec" all snbstantially
a.
�u .
i�e
�Richard H. Cole, of St. Loui., Mo. : I
MA
NUT
clalm the u.e 01 '" traver.ing die. whereby t!he nut
U

blank i. first pas.ed and prepared on the blank surface
of the said die, and afterwards punched and finished
over a hole in the same die, substantially in the manner
dercribed.
BR"IOK KILNs-John W. Crary, of New Orleans, La.:
r claim, first, The .peculiar arrangement and manner
described of constructing the furnaces, so that by means
of the arches. B B- p]aced as specified, and constructed
n
a i
s t
�I �����s �! �th:��ise f�� �h�f'ue\ !���::a���
��:;�;��
ed unnecessary.
Second, 'rhe peculiar arrangement of auxiliary ash
a
s
n r
i
°C. ��dl�:��::, D�fy� i�:::j b; s�rt��:��e°bJ��
�U:,
zig-zag, and alternately diagonal, as specified, for the
purpose set forth.
Third, The specified. manner of constructing the
brick arches, D' D'. when thi bricks are setH as speci
fied, so that the horizontal area of their int8!'ior cham
ber shall be greater than that of the thr""t of the fur
nace!:!, for the purposes set forth.
Fourth, The specified zig·zag and alternately diago
nal setting of the brick throughout the kiln. for the pur·
pose Bet forth.
Fifth, The specified arrangement and construction of
auxiliary end arches and furnaces, in combination with
th
Sirth��i�����'�ni:af�:r;��f���tS;f ::�tl��Sfiue3 and
horizontal passages in the wall, in combination with
}�';H:�rtly open top and the furnacss for the purpose set
[A notice of this invention will be found in another
column.J
FEEDING DEVICE FOR CR6ss-CUT SAWING-Jeremiu.h
Durlin�, of Cincinnati,
Ohio: r claim the reciprocating
table, F, suspended at one end, and supported by rollers
at the other, to facilitate the operation of crOSB-cut
sawing, substantially as set forth.
RAILROAD CAR SPRINGs-Andrew :M. de Had, of
Reading, Pa. : I claim the combination of the semiM
elliptic plate springs, a a a and b b, as arranged with
the box, C, press block, D, and connecting rod, B. sub
f��r��ally in the manner and for the purpose fully set
H

RING BOLT-George W. Devin, of Ottumwa, Iowa: I
do not claim separately a slide bolt and spring. for that
is a common and well-known fastening.
But 1 claim the slide bolt A, provided with the .pring
D.and ring, C, and eecured to t.he doorsuhstantially as
shown, in combination with the socket or nosing, E,
provided with apertures to receive the shackle of a pad·
lock, the whole being arranged as and for the purpose
set forth.
[A full deecripticm, \Vith an engraving of this inven
tion will be published ill a few \Veeks.J
DEVICE FOR GOVERNING LATERAL MOTION OF CAR·
RIAGE IN GIGGING BACK, IN CIRCULAR SAWING MA.
OHINEs-William M. Ferry, Jr., of Ferrysburgh, Mich. :
I claim providing a short auxihary rail, I, alongside the
tp.ner rail of the log carriage, C, and opposite the ob
lIque inclined gage bar, G, and furnishing t.he carriage
with an auxiliary wheel, J, which has a vertical axis, a,
and having iaid wheel come in contact with, and run
n t
i a a
h
.���i :�y �t:��f �o;��:�� �} �h: ��r���! �[��lth��
that necessary to prevent the log rubbing against the
face of the saw, and heating the same, and also avoid
the .cratching of the face of the board by the teeth of
the saw.substantially as and for the purpo.e••et forth.
[A description will be round on another page.]
CASTING CAK WHEELs-David Finley, of Champlain,
N. Y.: 1 do not claim the heating of mold. in an oven
ormufBe before pouring the metal into them.
Nor do I claim the annealing of castings in their
mold., when that i. effected by placing the molds in an
ovell, or any receptacle that nag been previously heat
ed.
But I claim the heating of the knowel and cope of the
fla.sk, and parts of the mold contained therein, separate.
Iy Irom the chill ring, then putting the whole of the
flask and mold together, and'either placing it in a box,
or its equivalent, and surrounding it with non· conduct.
ing material within the said box, and Rofter pouring the
metal into the mold, burying the whole in a pit, or
omitting the box, surroutlding the flask and mold with
the I1on-conductor in the pit, substantiaUy as specified.
[The several parts of the mold, with the exception of
the chill, are heated in an oven, and thcn when placed
together with the chill. they are in a condition to re
ceive the molten metal. The complete mold i. placed
in a suitable receptacle, and surrounded by a non-con
ducting Ubstance, and then covered up in a pit. The
S poured into a mold which has been thus
metal, when
heated, and surrounded by a non-condueting substance
and buried, is cooled so slowly a! to be thoroughly an·
nealed, and yet the proper operation of the chill i. not
interfered with. a. at the time of pouring in, the chill
ring is comparatively cold.]
HARVESTERS-R. H, Fisher. of Claremont. N. H.: 1
claim, first, Mounting the main frame, A, on the axle,
B, so that the frame may slide freely thereon, in con.
nection with the spirally slotted collar, K, placed on
the axle, and receiving a pin, k, attached to the axle,
substantially as shown and described, whereby the
mechanism which operates the sickle may, when deM
sired, be readily thrown in and out of gear with the
driving wheel.
Second Raising and lowering the sickle, J. by means
of the pniIey, M, placed loosely on the axle, B, and the
chain, I, attached to the back part of the maIn frame,
l
t
r
an
�h\�j�l¥t!t��r�:��� fi���� ba�� ���� ig:�ain frame
A. by overlapping the end of the finger bar and the
lower end piece, n, oJ' the main frame, the finger bar
resting on a semi-spherical projection, o. on the end
piece, and adjusted by the Bcrews, p, substantially as
and for the purpo.e set forth.
[In this harvester there i. a novel means employed
for driving the sickle ; the frame is also so arranged
that it may be readily raised or lowered. and the
mechanism which operates the sickle thrown in and out
of gear with the greatest facility. The finger bar i. at
tached in the ma.in frame in a new way, so that the
front edge of the finger bar and .ickle may be more or
less elevated, as circumstances req uire.]
VAPOR LAMP BURNERS-C. A. Greene, of Boston,
Mass.: I do not claim a ring or collar having holes
through it, tm'ning upon the outside of a shoulder havM
ing corresponding holcs through it, to form a regulator
for a fluid lamp, as this is an old device and cannot be
made to operate successfully.
But I claim the combination of the hollow spur, sus·
t i ti a d
i e
�fi¥: g� a������ j���� \� �1 �1�: i�� g�p, £ t�:����
which similar slits or apertures extend, as desclibed.
and for the purpose of regulating the jet or jets ofllame
by the turning of the said spur.
WASHING MACHINE-Ashman Hall, of Dansyille, N.
t
i
t�: �h��r!' ;Yr� ���?:r���e�l!�d �id�:rS:J!��
fu��
for the purpose described.
Seoond, In arranging the spiral grooves and ridges
fonned on the slats, so that they incline in opposite
direetions in each succeeding slat for the purpose- set
forth.
Third, The combination of the dippin,:: scoop with the
vibrating rubber, arranged as described for the purpose
.et forth.
BBAOES OF EAVE TROUGHS-Wm. H. Hender.on, or
Franklin, Ind.: I claim the arrangement of the brace,
A, as constructed in the trough, and with the pins, a a,
for the purpose set forth, and aleo this arrangement in
a w t r
the better .ecurity
��"f��,\ r���h ;��s �':;I� �E"c�if;d.

BILLIARD TABLE CUSHIoNs-Geo. W. Holman, of CRUOK FOR SOREW CUTTING-Richard Nuttall and
New York City: I do not claim an elastic cushion for John Kirkpatrick, of AlleghanY', Pa.: We claim, first,
billiard tables, but I am not aware that a whalebone the projection, j, on the movable die seats, ·and the
e
l
S s l
facing has ever befora been applied to said elastic
cushion, whereby the new and useful results specified �i��, tl�� �n� b�i�g ����'e�� 19 tt� ot1��V:� de���t�a
and for the purpose .et forth.
are attained.
Therefore I claim the whalebone facing to the elastic f Second, The use of the troll plate when constructed
cushion. of billiard table••ubstantlally as and for the as specified, and operating in connection with the die
seat and die as set forth.
purposes specified.
...uID METERs-,\Vm. C. Perrine, of New York City:
QUARTZ CRUSHERs-Wm. II. Howland. of 'Sacramen I Fr
to, Cal.: I do not claim broadly the raising of a pestle claim making the measuring chambers gradually
or weight by havin� a horizontal cum acting upon a larger in each direction from near the middle, where the
of the diaphragms are fastened substanti�
pulley or circular dI Sk on its end or shaft, for this is a exterior edges
device that has been previously nsed for analogous pur. t�l,::t�;S��i�ee��i� l�a:oiit�gi���alh�;��\ls���f��g��
poses for operatirtg rock drills, &c.
r
t
h
e n
But I claim, first. the arrangement and combination
\ �: ;{�'!�:��h �;� a�� �;!v��:s� :it�th� ��
the annular mortar, A. and pestles, J, substantially ����
ofas and
tel' of the diaphragm.
for the purposes set forth.
Second Having an annular feeding chamber between I claim the rece Sf'!es, P P, in the ends of the measuring
the upright, C, and the inner surface of the cylinder. chambers, in combination with the plates. II HI ar�
L, arranged. substantially as and for the purposes set ranged to work into them (the said recesses.)
I also claim the openings, w w, in the plates, H H,
forth.
with valves, or such equivalent openings as
[See another page for a description of this improve provided
will well answer the same purpose,
ment.]
I claim making recesses, p p, with their sides parallel,
SEIID PLANTERs-James J. Johnston, of Alleghany, in the flanges, 'l� T, so that that POrtiOll of the diaphragm
Pa.: I claim, first, the arrangement of the flexible bot- L�t�eolJt����a�i!��:c:�!�b:alndi��ielin�e�b!��lit
n
i
sc
!���tC���b�� �, ����1�h�d�s��rl�i3�n� f��' th� p�r� is bound or held firmly by the fianges.
pose set forth.
HOISTING MACmNEB-Reuben Packard. of Rockland,
Selond, The arrangement of the depositing- tube, g. Me.: I claim the circular plate or its equivalent, arran
with lugs, t, share, h, rod, i, lever, j, and sliding gate, ged
substan, tially as described, in order that it may be
k, as described and for the purpose set forth.
turned easily and held in any desired position by pawls
or their eqUlvalents, for the purpose of Bustaining any
LAups-Edward F. Jones, of Boston, Mass.: I claim combination
powers constructed thereon,
securing the chimney to the removable cap, and hoth of for drawing orof mechanical
lifting heavy weights or their equiva�
them to the lamps by means of a spring operat.ing in the lent•.
manner substantially as set forth.
PIPEs-Clifford Pomroy, of Pottsv!lle, Pa. :
REvOLVING FIRE ARM-Benj. F. Joslyn, of Worces CAST·IRON
a cast-iron pipe chilled inside, as a new article
ter, Mass.: I claim revolving the cylinder, B, by means Iofclaim
manufacture, for the purpose of conveying fluids im
a
by
operated
D,
cylinder,
utch
l
t
pregnated with or containing substances which soon de.
l:v:r� G: �� J����lkd�
stroy iron pipes which are not so chilled.
[The nature of this invention consists in combining CEMENTS FOR ROOFING-Richard Simons, of Rock
and arranging a series of parts in such relation to the ford, Ill. : I claim the compoeition of ingredients when
hammer shaft as to enable it to operate upon the same compounded in the manner set forth.
in 8uch a manner as to not only revolve the required DEVICE BY WHICH THE WIDTH Oll' THE BOLT CUECKS
IN SHINGLE MACHINEs-A. C. Sawyer, of Can.
distance by the act of cocking the hammer, but also se THE FEED
N. Y. : I do not claim the use of a race bar, N, nor
eure them firmly while in communication with the tOD,
do I claim or limit myself to the uee of it rack and
stationary barrel� and also in making the ramrod sus pinion feed, as a screw or chain could easily be substi
nor do I limit myself to the particular place in
oeptible of being increased or dimini.hed in length and tilted;
which the lever. L, hangs, whether before or after the
operating it by a duplex motion.
saw.
But I claim the use of a lever, L, hanging by the side
I a
of the saw in such a manner that the bolt in running
E����r:f,�i�d.��� �iai!,� };�!.t, t�� �,!;.'a"�gi���i �r under
it will raise or lower it, and adjust the travel of
the hopper as constructed with the air passage, F, in the carriage,
for the purpose and in the manner sub
the manner herein set forth and for the purpose de· .tantially as set
forth.
scribed.
Second, We claim the peculiar arrangement of the
scourer as oonstructed with the air passage, D and C. ci�;�i'�d1������Tn�' tl!a�:In����d ��n���i����
connecting spout, a. and fan, B, for the purpose of sepa the needle and shuttle in substantially the manner set
rating the .mut from the wheat as fully set forth.
v
h i
SEEDING MAoHINEB-James F. IGerstead, of La Porte, �"J\� fu�'i:'��aI; .:'n� ���m�1� tfi� :i't::';:t��� :,,����
Ind.: 1 do not claim .eparatelr the adjustable perfora de.cribed.
ted ba.r, E, nor the reciprocatlDg bar, G, with its pen- VEliTIT.ATING AND EXCLUDING DUST FRO�I RAILROAD
CABB-A. B. Spencer, of Rochester, N. Y. : I claim the
g:��sb��:�;;�i��l.sf�ru��d� devices or their equivalents revolving
sheet or endless apron (passing through
But I claim the reciprocating bar. G. provided with water) for wet
the purpose of cleansing and purifying the
the pendente, h, and the adjustable perforated bar, E, air as it passes
into the car, which sheet or apron, to
in combination with the bar, L, the parts being arranged gether
the tank containing the water. and that
relatively with eaoh other and the discharge openings, portionwith
whereon it rests.
bottom
the
of
c, so as to operate as and for the purpose set forth.
I claim as a partition, by which I divide the instru·
[The object of this broadcast .ower and coverer is to ment into two complete ventilators, either of which as
forth will act as the downward ventilator, while the
prevent the distributing device from becoming choked; set
always acts simultaneously in the opposite direc
to ensure a perfect and even movement of the same, other
tinn.
and one that may be regulated to di.::lcharge more or GAS GENERATORs-Wm. N. Taylor, of Philadelphia.
first, The combination of the retort, with
less seed from the hopper in a given time as required: aPa,seriesI claim,
mova.ule partitions connected so that all can
and further to obtain a perfect covering device, one be takenofout
together, and BO arra.nged 8S to divide the
that will conform to the inequalitie. of the ground and retort into a series of chambers through which the gas
circulates in its passage from the lower chamber to the
be under the perfect control of the driver.J
discharge pipe. for the purpose described.
these chambers by means of puncCORN HUSKER-Ch.... N. Lewis, of Seneca Falls. N. Second, Dividing
Y.: I claim the combination and arrangement of the ���&��:i�h��:st�rre\��J :bl:������� �rth:���sa�d
lever, H, tilting arm, I, blade, C, and yielding gauge, bring the entire volume in contact with the heated
D, operating conjointly substantially lU the manner metal for the purpose described.
an1 for the purpose described.
LAMP ATTACHMENT FOR PREVENTING SMOKE, &0.
MOWING MAOHINE-Hcnry Marcellus, of Amsterdam, Ralph
Thomas, of Hoboken. N. J. : I claim the mova
N. Y.: I claim attaching the main frame, D, of the nla ble
cap provided with a schreved screen top A, and base
chine to the axle, A, by connecting the frame by means piece,
when applied to lamps, constructed and oper
of journals, c d. to the sleeve or collar. C. which is ating asU,.et
forth and de.cribed.
placed loosely on the axle, A, substantially as and for
the purpo.e set forth.
PRESSES-L. T. Wells, of
FOR
TYMPANS
[This invention consists in a novel way of attaching Cincinnati, Ohio:PRINTING
I claim attaching the cloth or parch·
the tympan, by means of
ot
A,
frame,
the
to
B,
ment,
the main frame of the machine to its axle, whereby the
sickle is allowed to conform to the inequalities of the :�;ipls�:���i���t�'edlnp:�:;�::o;��\a�!�l��h:ir:��
ground without at all affecting the perfect operation of and the cloth or parchment attached to the .trip of tho
the driving gear, and the machine as a whole rendered lace, C, substantially as described.
[A notice of this improvement will be found in
extremely simple and effective.]
column.]
PUNGHING METALLIO TUBEs-Benj. Mackerley, of another
Miller (assignor to C. Aultman
New Petersburgh. Ohio: I claim the combination oitha & HARVESTERs-Lewis
bar or
Uo. ) of Canton, Ohio j I claim so hinging the
mandrel. a, the punch, d', and the detent, j, substanti- beam
cutters and fingers to the beana
the
carries
which
he
a
o
e
t
al
0
a
t
¥'a\�o �ra� the �::�l {h� g�����:�::!J���·ge. k, in �p:� t�: �;� lr�r!;:�!�b�t��'tf�i�;�8 d�;Crlb�d�rriC
a
d
t
the beam, L,
I also claim, in combinationNwith
��b!�!�tt!l� i;\�e l:a�:� a�� ;or fu� ���p��:�, �;t hlnged
as described, the braces. S, rigidly connected
forth.
so that
therewith, but hinged at their opposite ends,
but be perthe beam, L, may rise and fall at pleasure,
B
T
i
g
t
t
Y�� ���I31��T��00i'r,.a�;I�?la%he �����:'R �; :���d �n���b�r!�� bei��t� �ri� �Cef�p ;;:e�h:�l�:
between which the stick to be turned is centered in
combination with the rotary cutters, c, when the above ing position, as described and represented.
parts are arranged to operate as shown, viz. , 80 that the HARVESTERs-Lewis Miller ,assignor to C. Aultman
stick will be gradually fed to the cutter. until the de- & Co.), of Canton, Ohio: I cI8.1m, in connection with
is
r gi e
O
wheel, when
the inner shoe, an adjustable supporting
��:i��� �tf:k � t�l:d��� \�:t ! ;:�e�t �1���t�f�� said
wheel is in advance of the point of the divider or
form may be given it.
shoe, as set torth.
I further claim giving the feed and return motion to
from HARVESTERs-Lewis Miller (assignor to C. Aultman
the stick to be turned, and also rotating the same
said & Co. ), of Canton, Ohio: r claim so combining a reel,
the cutter shaft, B. b) means of the screw, g. on with
shaft, worm wheel, h, on shaft, F, in connection
If. platform and main frame that are hinged to�
and the with
the gearing, w a' b'. screw d't worm wheel, e' , through
of either ehall
gether� as that the raisinf. and lowering
screw, p, on shaft, G, together with the gearing
n
the fo�� a��fo:�tet�J��e���� ��;��:y:s r;�:Ni�� ��i1�!:
the medium of which the screw 8haft, I, is rotated,
above parts being used in connection with the lever, HI gard to the cutters, for the purpose and in the manner
and the catch� n, rod, a, and with the pawls, l' n', actue
g ar- sub.tantially as de.cribed.
e
Lancelott, of Cranston,
�!��e��� �;��a�� :��:d����h��u���s,;��� f�rt�
SUEET METAL CHAINS-James
et
as i
[See notice of this improvement on another page.]
�! ��������;i
: i ��°ri;r c�:f! :h���kfn��t1
i:'
�:
do I claim the weaving
ro
M
chain from steel metal,overneither
the arms of each Hnk upon
of a chain by: turning without
Y�"7�� �gl�i:i�::ri�� i��:��bbfl�� go����t�ci
the use of Bolder.
body of the next link of the body
with water spaces above and below except under an ar· thcBut
of each link into
I claim the forming
rangement like that set forth, viz. , where the lower
of the projecting arrus
a dome disk or cap, so asatto aadmit
water space is immediately over the fire, and the draft
acute angle against
of each link being bent ofvery
of the furnace returns over said space and among the the
sides of the dome or cap the next succeeding link
tubes as .et forth.
rrhat is to say, I claim the arrangement of the series for the purpose. specified.
of tubes placed vertically or nearly so between an upper
to him.elf
W. Willmott (assignor
BOOT
waterspaces, when and H. F.TRlms-Wm.
and a lower, and connecting vertical
Mass. : I claim in the
Gardner), of Boston,rod
made directly over the fire application
(or me·
said lower water space isisreturned
toge'les
and
the
screws,
the
of
space
said lower
chamber and the draft tubes as setover
to the front and back portions,
chanical equivalents)boot
forth.
and among the vertical
of the
rrangement
..
the
tree,
B. of the leg of a
A
Second, And I also claim the arran&,ement of the
in the drawings; and the
two sets of toggles asof shown
be· application
shield plate in combination with and Interpoied
manner
such
in
H,
rod,
screw
the
thereto
and the lower that it may be free to move longItudinaliy during its
tween the crown sheet of the furnace
ends of the series of water tubes, substantially as and rotary
motioDs on its axis, the same being for the pur
for the purpose specified.
pose as specified.
latching
claim combining the regulatorwithorthe
also
I
ARR...NGEMENT OF GAS ENGINEs-John C. Fr. Salo
N, e e (or their equivalent) of the bootback
all mechanism,
mon, of Baltimore, Md.: I claim, first, arranging
tree
portion
leg
the
of
B,
A
parts,
front
and
e
applied thereto, and
Plo������:�b:;��i�hdi:���: and the separating mechanism
��� ::���::soil,;:1:;�lth�
medium, made to operate therewith, substantially as described.
other suitable heating
plicd with hot airforor the
purpose. set forth.
.nbstantially a. an(1
S. Vrooman, of New :York
SAWING MACHINX-H. Albro,
combination with the Uity,
Ky. 100
Second. The employment ofinthe
assignor to Henrysawing ofofCovmgton,
combined arrange not claim,
above named tight chamber,
or bolts in volute
tho
broadly,
boilers, form, for this has been previouslylogs
ment of fire flues, smoke stack; circulating coil.
done.
vapor che.t, and cylinder for accompli.hing the object. But I claim, first, The traveling or sliding collar M,
above specified, substantially as set forth.
the knife or saw frame,
on lever, E, as connected with
B, the pawl arms, N N, in combination with the recir:[See description of thi. invention on another page.]
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� titnfifit �mtritan.
rocating connecting
G, the vibrating lever, E he
pawls, w w', and the ratchet wheel 0, whereby a in
creasing rotary speed of the
bolt, U, is obtained
from the traveling collar M, passing down to a wider
sweep of lever, E, as set forth, the power being trans
mitted from the ratchet shaft, P, to the bolt U, as
showD, or by any other equivalent device, for the pur
pose described.
Second, The cutters, p, attached- to the carriage, L,
operated automatically by and in combination with the
vertical screws, for the purpose set forth.
Third, The lateral moving knife plate or stock c,
crank D, operated by and in combination with the vi
brating lever, E, for the purpose shown.
l,i"ourth, The combination of the knife, C. cutters. p,
and the feed movement of the bolt or lo�, U when the
whole are arranged to operate as and for the purpose
set forth.

rod,

nt

log or

��:' �t:�:Jl�Ji6��g. � f��";n t�e �:�?£�ti.�

UP
i
M
c
P
8
ot" a. self�meaBuring faucet and air tube with each of
two or more reservoirs for sirup or like fluids, the
reservoirs being on a common base forming a caster t
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

I

HARVEBTElts-Charles Crook, of New Hope, Pa
Patented May 5, 1867 :
claim, first, Operating and
changing the speed of the cutter. by means of the in
ternally geared wheel, I, and spur wheel, D 2, in cambi·
nation with the pinion, J, the same being arranged and
substantially as set forth and for

i��t';;;P�s�dJ;:�f�!�:

Second, Connecting tho rod , G, to the end of the
lever, F, by means of the swivel jOlllt, i, when the said
joint is situated at or near the center of vibration of the
cutter frame.

Hager,

BAGASSE FURN.I.OES-Abraham
of Baton
Rouge, La. , and Youn�s Allyn, of New Orleans, La.
Patented May 6, 1866 We make no claim to the inf
ti
e u
g
i
eB
o
t
a
e
t
o
flue for the products of combustion, as the operation of
such grate will be different from what is designed to be
effected by our construction.
But we claim inserting in the furnace a skeleton
dome rising above the exit flue, so as to arrest the fall
of the wet bagasse, and for a limited time retain it
above the fire, without obstruction to the
the furnace, substantially as set forth.

:
:.�� f� �t �f th� �:��� �� � :1ti�� ��cg!� �ft ��Tt

draught for

BoXES FOR REoEIVING PASSENGERS' FAREs-John B.
Slawson, of New Orleans, La. Patented July 28, 1857.:
claim a fare box having two compartmenta, into on�
of which the fare is first deposited and temporarily ar
rested previous to its being deposited in the other when
the former ia provided with glaes aides, BO arranged
that the passengers can Bee through one, and the driver
or conductor through another, in the manner substan�
tially as and for the purposes set forth.

I

COOKING STOVES-Russell, Wheeler, and Stephen A.
Bailey, of utica, N. Y.
CLOOK CUE FRONTS-Samuel B. Jerome, of
bury, (;onn.

.. ... .

Water·

Now that all the world travel by railways,
it is a circumstance of universal interest to
determine what influence railway traveling
exerts upon the health of the community, and
more particularly since a suspicion has arisen
that the great rate at which an express train
injurious effect apon the

A paper upon this subj ect, read before

the Royal Society by Dr. Smith, contains some
curious information, according to the London
Engineer's abstract of it.

Dr. Ed. Smith, the author of the paper, is
one of the physicians ·attached to the hospital

for consumption and diseases of the chest, at

The plan he adopted

was to determine the effect of railway travel
ing upon the respiration aud pulsation, on the
principle that the wear of the system will be
in proportion to the activity of those functions.
Dr. Smith, therefore, traveled repeatedly in
each of the three classes of English rail way
carriages, and upon the engine, and at various
rates of speed, and the influence on the quan
tity of air breathed was ascertained by the use
of a spirometer.

The greater part of the ex

periments were made upon the broad gage, but
some were prosecuted on the narrow gage.
The result of seventy-three series of experi
ments went to show that the greatest wear on
the system occurred whilst sitting upon the
engine.

The precise average increase of air

inspired was abORt 250 cubic inches per min
ute on the engine, 200 cubic inches in the
second class, and 150 cubic inches in the first
class ; but, on many occasions, the quantity
of air breathed in a first class carriage was
scarcely more than would have been breathed
when sitting quietly at home rocking i n an
easy chair.

Upon the whole, the wear of sys

tem may be be better understood by stating,
that, five hours of railway traveling in a first
class carriage are equal t � six hours quietly
sitting at home ; or upon the engine, to eight
hours.

As cGmpared with

the

old

coach

traveling, it is vastly lessened taking distance
for distance.
In reference to the speed of the train, Dr.
Smith found that the greatest wear was not
with the greatest speed of fifty-five miles per
hour, but at a rate of from thirty to forty
miles per hour.

and not as the speed, except so far liS that

-speed and inequality of road tended to induce
greater oscillation.
It was rendered very evident that traveling
in our days is very far less an exercise than it
was in the days of our forefathers.

It was

also proved that of all modes of traveling, none
so fitted to

the necessities of invahds, as that of British
first class railway carriages ; and that traveling
in private carriages on the common roads,
hour for hour, and distance for distance, i n
duces a far greater amount of wear.

This is

a very cheering result, as showing that one of
the greatest improvements of the age is tend
ing not only to the comfort but to the henlth
of tlle community.
In our country there is neither first, second
nor third class

railway carriages-all

equal on the train.

are

The first class carriages

in England are for the superlatively ricb, and
are very comfortable, but not much more so
than some of the carriages on our railroads.
Railway traveling

in England is smoother

than with us ; there is therefore less oscilla
tion on the railroads in that country, conse
quently there is more wear of the body in
traveling on our railroads.

The improvement

in ease and lipeed is incalculable in comparison
with traveling on the old stage coach.

Amphitheatre, London, Mr. C ooke, the cole
brated equestrian, undertook

The effect varied much at

the same speed in different carriages of the
same class ; but there was the greatest con
in the first class and the least upon the

to

exemplify

having an adjustable stop fitted to it, the
outer end of the metallic .trap being attached
to the sliding bar, and the whole arranged so

Rarey's system of subduing vicious horses,

as to form a simple and efficient machine.

house.

Sacramento City,

and as a consequence there was a crowded
The Morning Advertiser states that

Q UARTZ

MAC

HIN E .-W .

H. Howland, of

C al., has invented a ma

Mr. Cooke informed the audience, when the

chine for this purpose, the object of wbich is

exhibition opened, that he was ready to tam"

to obtain a very compact a,nd efficient machine,

any horse that was brought to him, and a

and one that will not easily get out of repair,

vicious hunter which had been sent for this

and having its parts so arranged that each

purpose was then taken into the ring.

will perform its fnll portion of the work to be

He

then took a strap and attached it to the fet
lock of the animals' right foreleg, brought it
over its right shoulder and held it firmly by

accomplished.

The machine is designed for

crushing auriferO'Us qqartz, and consists of a
series of pestles placed within an annular mor

The left leg was theu doubled up in

tar and around a feeding spout, the pestles

wards till the hoof was brought in contact

being operated by a horizontal double inclined

with the thigh, when it was tied in that po

cam, which acts against circular disks at-

hand.

sition with a strap.

Mr. Cooke then took the . tached to the pestle rods, so that the pestles

reins of th.e bridle in one hand,

and

the

will be rotated as they are raised by the cam.

strap attached to the horse'S right leg in the

There is also in conneetion with the above

other, and holding them taut, urged the ani

parts a screen and pulp trough, for the pur

mal to walk on three legs, with his head in

pose of better separating the crushed mate

clined to the left.

rials.

The horse was made to

walk i n this manner three times round the
ring of the circus, when he exhibited signs of
great exhaustion, got down on his knees, and

finally lay down in the most submissive man
ner.

The straps were then taken off, and Mr.

Cooke lay down upon him, patted him, and
the animal received these caresses in the most
docile and quiet manner, and appeared to be
perfectly under the control of his tamer.

KI LN

.-,This

invention

obviates

in the burning of brick in Ol·din.ry kilns.
The most

prominent among these are the

rapid destruction of the grates or furnaces,
choking up the throats of the fum-aces by the
collection of charred fuel thereat, difficulty in
burning the "heads" or sidewalls of the kiln
to the same degree,

. ... ...

The 8CIENTIFIC AMERICAN, in commenting

BRICK

many serious objections which are e:x:perienced

within a given time, as

the body of the same ; also the unequal diffu
sion of the heat throughout the entire kiln

Recent Patented Improvements.

on the case of an individual who had robbed

The following inventions have been patent

a zoost ty giving the hens chloroform, answers

ed this week, as will be found by referring to

side wall. to the centre, and a too
rapid escape o f the h�ated lIame or current

our List of Claims :-

directly up between the bricks forming the

t'!1" query, " when thieves get scientific, what

Wear of tbe System by Railway Travelln&".

Brompton, England.

breathed was as the oscillation of the body

used in connection with a sliding pressure bar,

Secret of Horse TauJin&".

On the 21st of last month, at Astley's

Science and Justice.

DESIGNS.

mind.

The general expression of the results

is so inexpensive to the "ystem,

BE-ISSUES.

rnns produces an

engine.

of the inquiry was, that the quantity of air

should the police do ? " by referring the latter

to its own columns.

There is a great deal of

common sense in this remark.

The time may

not be as yet, but it will be when science will
be the strongest arm of the detective.
We find i n a late English lll agazine a curi
ous inst:imce of the extreme point of delicllcy
to which chemical tests have been carried. A
professor ascertained accurately into which
one of a number of basins of water a lady had
dipped her finger.

The well-known story of

the detection of a railroad robbery by Ehren
berg, opens a wide field of scientific research
for philosophy in aid of justice.

The micro

scope which reveals the smallest points of
identity, if once fully used, might often estab
lish connections of which ignorant ruffians
would never dream-the very mud on a man's
boots being enough to identify the connection
of person and place, when examined by an ex
perienced microscopist.

The utility of photo

graphy and the telegraph in detective service
is already recognized, and an even careless

TYMPAN FOR PRINTING

T.

PRESSES-L.

Wells, o f Cincinnati, Ohio, has invented an
improved method of attaching the cloth or
parchment to the tympan fram e.

He inserts

in the frame strips of leather with eyelets, and
to these the cloth or parchment is secured by
lacing.

It can be easily attached or removed,

and forms a great convenience to the printing
office.
TURNING

McNary,

M:AcHINE.-John

of

Brooklyn, N. Y., has invented an improved
turning machine for shailing regular or cylin
drical ornamental forms,

such

as

newels,

ballusters, and similar beaded or ornamental

The invention consists in It peouliar

work.

arrangement of means for operating rotary
cutter stocks,

and traveling heads, between

which the stuff to be turned Is centered,
whereby the machine is rendered automatic
in its action throughout, and made to work
rapidly, and in the most efficient manner.
SAWING

MAOHINE.-H.

S.

from the

stands and arches ; want of facilities for cou

tr.mug the flam6 or heat, so as to eqllalize

the heat at all parts of the kiln ; loss o f heat
from the escape into the open air of partially

ignited smoke or gases emitted from the fuel
of the furnaces.

of auything we have seen in this line.

Vrooman, of

New York, has invented a machine for sawing

dence cannot fail to convince the reader that

timber or logs spirally or in volute form in one

the whole subj ect of the application of science

continuous piece from the periphery to the

to j ustice is of itself a science as yet in em

center.

bryo, yet one which is perfectly capable of

arrangement of means for operat i tl;.!; a recipro

developing to a degree which would vastly in

cating knife or saw, and giving the same a

crease the periis to which crime is at present

proper feed movement towards the log or stuff

The invention consists in a peculiar

The

inventor is J. W. Crary, of New Orleans, La.
GA� ENGINE.-In using the vapors of ias

eous liquids as a motor, it is found

that
owing to the vapor being so rapidly genllrated

or thrown off by the action of heat, and as
readily condensed by contact with surfaces of
less temperature than themselves through
which they circulate that unless a uniformity

of heat is maintai ned throughout the whole

heating and workini arrangement, great loss
of effective power, as well as an irregular and
unsteady working of the engine, will be expe
rienced.

perusal of Berk's or Stille's Medical Jurispru

We regard this as a first

rate improvement, and as a step in advance

The obj ect of this invention is to

avoid thIs loss of power, and to nfaintain a
uniform pressure of vapor, and consequently
effect a regular and steady working of the en
gine which is accomplished by diffusing, by

means of a heating medium enclosed witllin a

tight chamber, an equal heat over the whole
surfaces through which the gaseous vapors
necessarily have to circulate in order to exert

powers to this end, it would do as much for

being sawed, and also in giving the log or ' their force upon the piston. The inventor is
stuff which is centered between arbors, a grad J. C. Fr. Salomon, of Baltimore, Md.

justice, peace, and order, as any which the

ually progressive rotating speed, so as to com

SAW MILLB .-In saw mills which have the

There is no rea

pensate for its gradually diminishing diame

c arriage arranged to run upon friction wheels
having a lateral movement by means of offset

liable.

If one great mind could devote all its

world has ever witnessed.

son why as much talent and education should

ter while being sawed, and thereby allow the

not be devoted to the practical execution of the

knife or saw to cut the log or stuff in spiral or

boxes from toward the

law as to punishing the guilty ; in fact, we

volute form from periphery to center, or nearly

back, and which have the feeding head blocks,

may say that the perfeotion of the former

to the centeT in a single or continuous piece.

feed automatically by means of an oblique in

would be preventive, while the latter is only

The

clined gage bar Rnd ratchet lever, inac(Jul'/lcies

curative.

stuff, such as is used for the backs of mirrors,

are experienced in the thickness of the boards

and experience are almost the sole qualifica

boxes, veneers and other purposes.

sawed.

tions

ventor

At present, native unaided talent

employed in identifying malefactors.

This is not enough.

Reduced almost to cer

tainty, this branch of j ustice would cast a
terror over rogues which would be of the
greatest service to humanity.-Philadelphia

Bulletin.
A child

has assigned

his

invention

thin

The in
to

H.

Albro, of Covington, Ky.
MAOHINE FOR BENDING

Will! poisoned, in Norfolk Co., Va.,

IIIImine, and died within one hour after tasting
. 1 . , ..

•

In one parish in England not less thaI!

$4,000 are expended annually by the working
classes for laudanum.

Blanchard, of Boston, Mass., whose iBvention
of a machine for a similar purpose we noticed
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, has invented certain

improvements relating to a device by which
wood is bent in the desired form without hav
ing its fibre distended longitudinally, so that
the strength of the wood will not be impaired
in consequence of being bent.

The invention

consists in the employment of a rotating pat
tern or mold with a metallic strap attached,

© 1858 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.

This difficulty arising from the wear

of the boxes and track, and the consequent
chance allowed the carriage of being forced

"VooD.-Thomas

on page 240 of the present volume of the

throu@'h sucking the flowers of the yellow j es
them.

invention is designed for sawing

saw while gigging

from the saw, when the feeding ratchet lever
comes

suddenly in contact with the inclined

gage bar, and is reiiisted by said bar in a
manner to effect the

feeding of the head

blocks, and yet, at the . same time, to pull
over the carriage head blocks

and log the

same distance as the wear of the boxes and
rails will allow. This invention of W. M. l!'erry,
Jr., of Ferrysburg, Mich., which is clearly de 
fined by the claim, completely obviates the
above obj ections, and therefore will prove ..

valuable auxiliary to self-setting saw mills.

j titntifit �mtritan+

�nhtntinns

they are secured by a screw, and this socket
hai an eye, g, cast in it, through which passes

+

the. bar, H, provided with the ring, h, to which

under H, anil each branch is secured by a nut

screw and two pieces, which can be moved

e, and from the top of the

the horlies are attached.
Mannf"acture and Reduction of" Platinum.

W. S. Newton has recently obtained a patent

in England for improvements in the manufac
ture and reduction of platinum. The platinum

On the bar, H, is a

along, and as they grasp the coulter it can be
fixed in any position.

H passes through the

This mixture, on

method of attaiuing this same end, namely, by
causing the top to slide laterally or vertic ally

bars, i, to F, of wood, and adjustable iron

.bars also.

The use of all these braces and

•• •

.. I

Colt's Extension.-Curious Rmnors.

In our issue of the 1st inst. we announced,
upon the strength of a statement which had

The ore is afterwards melted in

come to our knowledge, that the Committee
on Patents in the House of Representatives

baryta, strontil�, magnesia, or the carbonates

had reported strongly against the extension

of these bases, and this fusion is effected by

of Colt's patent.

means of a combustible gas in combination

gress as they have appeared in the Congres

., .

sional Globe, hoping to see some official con

Oilcloth to Imitate Leather.

firmation of our announcement.

the conclusion that the Committee has not yet

In

fully made up its mind what it will do with

stead of first painting or printing with oil

this important case.

colors on a white ground, as is usually done,

Rumor-which is not always reliable-says

he empllfys cloth which has first been printed

that Colt does not wish the Committee to re

upon, or dyed like calicos, and on this he

port at present, all things not seeming to be

puts a transparent ground or coating, by ap

propitious.

plying Beveral <!oats of clarified linseed oil,
.
rendered " drying" in the usual way with
sulphate of zinc or acetate of lead.

his c ase in the pigeon-holes of the committee

When

room from session to

smooth with pumice stone, and a hard varnish

his patent may be extended-from engaging
extensively in the manufacture and sale of

light oolors, and asphalt varnish for black

his revolving arm,

• ••• •

Lewis H. Parrish and R. M. Rob erts, have

secured a patent in England for improvements
in the separation and extraction of copper
The object sought is the che

mical treatment of copper ores, so as to obtain

a greater per cent age of pure copper from the

also to render available refuse ore.

The ore, if large, is broken up into lumps of
about two or three inches cube.

These are

tie bars is very obvious ;

if it is desired to

and the straining bars, i, are moved a hole

give more land to the plow, then the arm of G

nearer the handles on F, which have a number

next the mold-board is slackened, and the

of holes perforated in them, wherein to fix the

other arm is tightened ; and should less land

straining bars for the various depths of fur

be wished, then the opposite side is tightened,

rows required.

and the land side slackened.

If a greater

depth of furrow is required, the nut,

f,

is

slackened, so as to let . the point be placed at
a greater angle with th e surface of the ground,

A patent was obtaiued for this excellent
plow F ebruary 23, 1858.

The inventor will

be happy to furnish any further information

upon being addressed as above.

then placed in a furnace, calcined, and kept
After being sufficiently

roasted, the ore is withdrawn from the kiln
through a trap

underneath,

and

V.A:NDENBURGH'S IRONING TABLE.

the

second will

pulverize

While still hot it is next plunged into an acid

the spectre of a probable extension is to be
held in terrorem over the heads of those who,
besides Col. Colt, have rights in this matter ?

We cannot believe it.

'IV e do not believe the
Committee will thus shirk this grave matter.
Come forward, gentlemen, and make a report,

- '

The common horny looking covering which

bottom of the water tank ; the solution b to

we notice on old spectacle caseil lind surgical

be kept within a few degrees of boiling point.
The ore must

be

kept

iustrument cases, of a green colo

frequently stirred.

skin, its granular appearance being gi\'Oen it

it should be drawn off through a filter into a

by imbedding seeds in it while soft, and thEm

second tank, containiug iron to precipitate the

shaving down the surface ;

The tank is to be kept warm by a
When the whole

on copper filings.

tion may be carefully drawn off into another

was formerly supposed to be made, when the
manufacture was confined to Astracan.
· '8' .

The precipitate left in the

tank is then thoroughly cleansed with water,

A Compliment.

laid upon a drying stove, thoroughly dried,

Among the new members elected at the re

and is then ready for melting.

cent meeting of the American Association for

. .•- -

the Advancement of Science we notice the

New Patent Plow.

name of Charles F. Loosey, Esq., the Austrian

The advantages of having plows constructed

Consul General, who is highly esteemed in

and mold-boards can be

New York as a citizen and man of science,

adjulited laterally and vertically, and thus

and hall been largely instrumental in intro

take more land, or give a greater depth of fur
row, as required, are now fully appreciated
by the farmer ;

our engraving! illustrate a

plow-invented by T. Sanford, of

The n ame is derived from

a species of whale, shagree, from whose skin it

vessel, and is then ready to be rinsed after

80 that their shares

the. green used is

that produced by the action of sal ammoniac

of the copper has been precipitated, the solu

adding fresh acid.

is of 1:hlS

material. It is prepared from the hotse or ass

When the solution has taken up all the copper,

low heat under the bottom .

.. ..

Shagrecn.

This tank is placed inside an iron tank

containing water, and fire is applied to the

copper.

the appointed conservators, as to compound
with any .such iniquity. Is it possible that

public interests require such actiou at your
hands, and the soouer this matter cau be de
cided the better.

it.

bath made of lead or !labs of slate, to stand
heat.

to believe that its members can so stultify
themselves and the interests of which th ey are

If you think Colt is
entitled to an extension, frankly say so ; if
not, be equally frank in your opposition. The

passed through two p airs of ordinary crushers,
and

We can believe almost anything in thelie
perilous times, but we cannot twist our confi
dence in the Cc.mmittee to such an extent as

one way or the other.

instantly

the first p air of which will reduce it into small
lumps,

and thereby reducing the

price now paid him for it by government.

Extraction of" Copper from Ore.

at a dull red heat.

session, he can deter

competitors-under impressions of fear that

put on the top-copal varnish is employed for

ore, and

The reason given is, that by pre

venting an adverse report, and thus keeping

this transparent coating is dry, it is rubbed

from its ores.

None has

appeared ; and we are compelled to come to

C. de Clerville, for the following

method of making ornamental oilcloth.

glazed cloth.

Since that date we have

carefully examined the proceedings of Con

A patent has lately been secured in England
by J. J.

really

V. will give any

313 Spring street, New York.

vessels, the inside of whic h are lined with lime,

. .

Mr.

further particulars upon being addressed at

being roasted in the open air, will he deprived

with oxygen.

ou fixed supports, so that he will be snre to
have the laundress's desideratum, a
good ironing table.

of the greater part of the osmium which it
contaim.

It was patented April 6, 1856.

C, rise

standard,

Fig. 1 ,

division with lime, b aryta or strontia, magne

hold purpose.

The inventor, W. Vandenburgh, Jr. , of this
ci ty, has also applied for a patent for another

and screw on its end to one of the bars, D, at

SANFORD'S IMPROVED PLOW.

ore to be operated upon is rinsed in a state of
sia, or other carbonates.

standard, C, and terminates in a screw nut, f.
A piece of iron bar bent to a V -shape is passed

Redding

Ridge, Conn.-which fulfils these conditions.
Fig. 1 i. a perspective view, and Fig. 2 a

top view of this plow, in both of which A is

The method usually adopted by laundresses
for ironing shirts, skirts and

similar gar

ments is to lay the ironing board across two

and has a groove in it, a, to receive the end,

.. ..' .

We arc indebted to Hon. John Cochrane,

d, of the table, D . In the position which it has

M. C . , for a copy of Vol. 6, " E xplorations for

The table

and the piece, B', turned to its place and se

the Pacific Ocean. "

chairs, and by lifting up one eud pass the gar
ment off or on as the case may be.

upper half of which, B', is movable on a hinge

ducing American inventions into Austria.

in the illustratiou, the shirt would be put on,

a Railroad Route from the Mississippi River to
.. ... ..

the land side, B iii the mold-board, and C is

which is the subject of our engraving is in

cured by the c atch, b, and a firm table is ob

tended to supply a good firm ironing table that

tained on which every part of a circular gar

lide are secured by screws and nuts, a, two

will easily admit of articles being placed on

ment can be ironed.

The cover is secured to

great Gold Medal of Arts and Sciences to

or off it, and at the same time serve the pur

the table by the bar, F, passing through the

Lieut. Maury, of Washington, for his con

the standard.

To the mold-board and land

inclined bars, D, of wood ; they lire connected

pose ofan ordinary table when required.

by meani of bolts, c, near the handles, b. The

the table is rigidly secured.

by the cross bar, E, and bolted to the bars, F,

bara, F, meet together in a socket, d, where

A is a leg, to the top of which one end of
A is connected

by a crosspiece, C, to another leg, B, the

loops o.n wire, f, that pass through the cloth.

G is an iron stand that c an be removed to ad
mit of the top, E, being put over the ironing

table, D, and render it useful for any house-
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The Emperor of Austria has presented the

tributions to science.

. te.

•

A great number of the silk worms of the
south of France are diseased this season .

� tttnfifit �mtritan+
� titnfifit �mtritan+

caused by an electrical condition, to which the

has been done by these gentlemen for the ad

name induction is given, as we have before

vancement of true science, that sci ence of

stated-the cable with its coverings, becoming

which they profess to be high priests, the

something like an extended Leyden j ar.

spread of pure knowledge on all

NEW YORK, MAY 1 5, 1 8 5 8 .
Patent O ffi c e Report for

ing covering outside the gutta percha be an

venture to give them a little advice, which, if

iron wire sheath, the sea, or the earth by

they are wise they will take, not as coming

which it may be surrounded.

In each case

alone from us, but as the expression of a large

the phenomenon of induction is found to retard

community who truly wish " American Sci

If an apology were needed for our again
approaching the subj ect of the Patent Office
to the fact that our journal being regarded

the passage of the electrical signal.

coiled en masse, or laid straight and covered

men, ignore as far as possible hard words ;

by earth and water.

At present no one can

bring your grand ideas into simple language,

predicate positively how much greater the re

and follow the example of Cuvier, Linnreus,

tarding influences in the depths of the ocean

Humboldt, Franklin ;

will be than those created in the coils of the

theories ; give to the world new truths alone,

them

against such legislative encroachments as the
one covered under the resolution reported from
the Joint Committee on Printing, and passed
by the House of Representatives on the 28th
This resolution provides for

At the meeting of the Association for the
Advancement of Science, held last week in
Baltimore, Professor Alexander read a paper
on the " ntlmerical harmony of the solar sys

for practical science is the demand of the age.

tives only, being a reduction of the number

however, when

The distances in these cases are short,
compared to the enormous

length of the Atlantic cable, and the results
mentioned cannot be taken as a guarantee of
similar effects being produced upon it.

the reduction of the number, but simply to

From experiments made by Mr. Whitehouse

protest against the exclusive character of the

through one thousand miles of the Atlantic

distribution.

We certainly think that the

cable, it was found that about half a second

Patent Office, which may be regarded as the

intervened between making a signal at one

source to which all inventors look for infor

end and its appearance at the other ; and it

mation, and which may be said to be in direct

was thought the difficulty arising from the de

communication with inventors, scientific socie

tention of electricity was overcome.

ties, and others interested in these reports,

pears,

should have been allotted at least one-half the

through the entire cable a short time ago, that a

number printed, believing as we do, that they

considerable obstacle to rapid communication

would be more generally and properly dis

arises from that cause.

tributed than when left exclusively in the

these experiments

however,

from

experiments

It ap
made

It is asserted that

developed

the fact that

about two words and a-half per minute only
can be transmitted through the entire length

D o this, and the meeting in'1859, at Spring
field, Mass., will be the .most successful you
have yet had ; if not, we much question whether
the newspapers will report your august pro
ceedings at all.

M. de la Trahonnais has communicated to
the Society of Arts at Paris a p aper on the
agriculture and

population

of France,

in

which he takes the position assumed by Mal
thus, that the increase or decrease of popula
tion is exactly in the same ratio as the in
crease or decrease of the production of food,
and ascribes the late lamentable surplus of
deaths over births to the insufficiency in the
supply of food.

with which messages can

now stored away in Washington, and other

present arrangement of symbols from London

parts of the couBtry, which were printed by

plaI)ets were missing .
an

Nothing daunted in

omission,

the

periodic

comets were brought in to supply the place of
the missing stars.

But how many comets, we

ask, would be required to supply the place of
a missing planet the size lind density of the
earth? Practical science can answer this ques
tion. It would take no less than 466,561 ,074,074,074,074-over four hundred and si xty-six

--------�.�t.�.1.French Agriculture and Population.

The distinguished agricultar

thousand

billions-each

eighty miles long.

one

hundred

and

If there were such a num

ber of comets in our solar system, we would
see them darting through the heavens nightly,

as thick as fire flies in J ui y evenings.

To

find such a number of comets, we suggest to
our harmonious philosophers the showers of
stars which annually take place in August.
They will find them very convenient to supply
the deficiency.
In a lecture on comets, delivered by Profes

ist mentions that since 1850 a gradual diminu

sor

tion in the numb€r of births in France has

Athenreum, he said, " What is a comet ?

taken place, and that in two years (1 854-'55)

simple handfull of mist ? no, that was too

the statistics exhibit the mournful fact that
while every country in Europe showed a com

of wire, which is about one-sixth the speed ' paratively large increase of population, the
be sent with the numbers of the French people had actually

the Patent Offioe Reports of preceding years,

last .winter,

thick for a comet.

in

the

Glasgow

A

The large comet seen in

1 842, which was so long that if its head were

at one end of the earth's orbit, its tail would
come out of the other-ISO millions of miles
-was so light, that if it could be squeezed to

to Paris.

tation of agricultural produce, including cat

gether to the density of water, the lecture

tle and meat, amounted to 30,560,000 pounds ;

room of the Athenreum could easily contain

The American Associati on for the Advance

and from this fact may be derived the most

it.

accurate agricultural statistics in relation to

clearly proved. "

Many others have been destroyed

A great number of gentlemen, doctors, pro

the agricultural deficiency in France during

the lecture room named to be 150 by 100 feet,

Houses for distribution among those of their
constituents likely to

be benefited by their

ment of Science .

or sold for waste paper, or devoted to other

fessors and savans, have spent six days in Bal

comparatively useless purposes. The constitu

timore for the purpose of giving to the world

�ncies of Members of Congress are generally

the results of their year 's researches into the

extended over a large space of country, and

ever green fields of unexplored truth; but with

are included in villages, towns, and localities

a few exceptional facts, the world will be no

where the member has no personal acquaint

wiser, and is not any better in an educational

ance, and hence it follows that many o f the

point of view, than i t was a year ago .

persons for whom documents printed by Con

A city cotemporary in an article on this

gress are specially designed, fail to receive or

subj ect remarks that " the labors of this Asso

be benefited by them ; and their limited dis

ciation have for the last two or three years

tribution is almost exclusively confined to the

been of use to no one . "

Great practical ques

We

tions of public health and social science have

are so�ty that the extra number of the Re

been shirked, and pettifoggying p apers upon

port for 1857 was not divided for distribution

" the Phylotaxis deduced from the Mathema

10000lity iu which the member resides.

equally between the members on the one part,

and the Commissioner of Patents on the other.
We think our readers will agree with us

tical D efinition of Distribution, " have engross
ed the time and talent of the members ; the
great lights of science are not so active as they

that under such a division a more faithful and
equal distribution of them over the country

used to be, and it i s now chiefly in the hands

by confining this task exclusively to Members

their lives ; in fact, the Association seems to

would have taken place than will b e effected
of Congress, many of whom will distribute
but few, except when a special demand is
made upon them.

,. Ie •

The Atlantic Telegraph Cnble.

ter i n charge are seriously concerned as to
whether, when the cable is successfully laid
electrical

still remai n the most

experiment

ever made.

Will it be possible to send the electrical sig
nab through more than two thousand miles of
wire, submerged in the depths of the ocean,

and with the requisite speed for the desired
purposes ? Theoretically, before the experi

ment of submarine cables was tried, the pro
gress of electricity was supposed to be almost
instantaneous.

pleasant names, and stick to a theory as to
b e going down.

Some few interesting expe

riments were detailed, as for example Mr. A.
B. Engstrom stated that he had on one occa
sion taken a small bell, and rowed out half a

•

By our last foreign exchanges we observe
that the skillful electricians having this mat

down, there will not

of second-class men, who can each other un

Experience has shown that

mile from the shore, and there submerged the
bell to a depth of four inches.

Upon its being

struck it was distinctly heard upon the shore,

thus proving a well known fact, that water is
a good conductor of sound.

Prof. Walcott

G ibbs gave some interesting results of analy
sis, which had, however, no practical bearing,
and Prof. Henry was ever ready with his vast

that year.

and 30 feet high in the ceiling, we have made
The

prodigious number of four hundred and sixty

manufacture of agricultural implements scarce

six thousand billions of immense comets, would

Trahonnais attributed to many causes.
ly exists as an industry in France.

The rude

be required to supply the place of one planet

implements used by the peasantry are general

like our compact and venerable mother Earth.

ly manufactured by village mechanics, from

Having presented these figures, and described

old and unimproved patterns, handed down

the attenuated structure of these " wanderers

from generation to generation, whilst the an

of the skies, " we hope none of our readers will,

nual conscription of 400,000 able and robust

after this, be afraid of comet collisions.

young men for the army produces a lamenta

It should be the object of teachers of science

ble deficiency of male labor, and necessarily

to present their views on all subjects with

leaves a large amount of agricultural develop

great caution, and to theorize but little. Their

ment to the feeble hands of women and old

duty is to present facts and describe experi

men.

It is not denied that the French peas

it is proposed to make some initial letters for
the use of members of the Association, which
we think might well be called " A Society for

and that bod� is surrounded by a conducting
m �terial, a retardation is produced. This is

tion . "

the Purpose of Encouraging Mutual Admira
We are truly grieved to see that so little

It is no

doubt very safe for some philosophers to in

are, no doubt, the result in which the system

dulge in scientific speculations, which never

of centralization has abandoned them.

They

can be brought to the test so as to risk their

are patient, sparing, religious, and highly

reputation, b ,{t this neither advances science

Once get the thin edge of .progress

nor confers lasting honor upon themselves.

into their traditions ; let a gleam of enlight

They may gain a transitory distinction and

moral.

enment kindle their hard and miserable career ;

an ephemeral adulation from some persons,

let a little more comfort cheer their homes ;

by the very oddity of their views, but that is

let a more extensive range of ambition widen

a miserable reward for time misspent and in

their sphere of activity ; let a little more capi

tellect frittered away upon the most useless

tal improve their land ;

i n short, let them be

freed from the burdens and encroachments of
government, and encouraged and educated as
in o�her liberal countries, and the French na
tion will rise great and powerful in the strength
of its peasantry and agricultural wealth.
•

te,

•

The late Sewing llIaehine Patent Snit.

facturing Co., and the Grover & Baker Sew

quasi scientific men for these distinctions that

ments, not hypotheses and vagaries.

their vices

antry are sound and industrious ;

this the newspaper reports are filled with pro
the titles of their owners, and so anxious are

Upon this data, considering

the calculation above, thus showing that the

In the c ase of the Wheeler & Wilson Manu

fessors' names and capital letters, indicating

That was no theory, but positive fact,

This continued deficiency in food M. de la

Beyond

fund of information upon all topics.

when a current of electricity is passes through
a wire covered with a non-conducting body,

diminished by 106,000.

Nichol,

In 1856, the impor

C ong ress, and allotted to members of both

gigantic

sound, or science.

greater speed through the wires of the Medi

bQing

depths of the sea than when coiled on board

possession.

who do not know the difference between sense,

supplying such

battery

ship.

sands of valuable works, including many of

got up for the purpose of astonishing those

transmitted with

the same

Report for the year 1857, for the use of the

It is a well-known fact that there are thou

Such at

tempts appear to us, like Buncombe speeches,

for depend upon it, every man can speculate

members of the present House of Representa

hands of Members of Congress.

sumption of " profound deductions, " and yet
this is by no means uncommon.

enough for himself; whatever you discover,
try also and find some practical use for it,

terranean cables from Sardinia to Malta, and

It is not our purpose at this time

and

less, and instance the fact of signals urged by

from Malta to Corfu, when laid straight in the

to obj ect to this retrenchment movement in

search for facts, not

of their minds in the garb of science,

thrusting them upon the public under the as

tem, " but to render the theory perfect, some

the printing of twenty thousand extra copies

printed of the preceding year's report of forty

The advice is this : -Gentle

distinguished and devoted to the teaching of
science as a profession, arraying the vagaries

Many assert that they will be

electric cable.

of the mechanical portio L. of the Patent Office

thousand.

ence " to take no second place in the history
of the world.

fender of their interests and rights, we are

of last month.

The re

tardation takes place whether the cable be

by inventors as the special advocate and de
ever watchful and zealous to guard

subj ects

among the great mass of the people, and we

1 85".

Report distribution, we might refer our readers

It

matters little in practice whether the conduct

Vagaries of Philosophers.

It is humiliating to behold men somewhat

ing Machine Co., versus Watson and others,
alluded to in our last number as having been
tried at New Haven, Conn., we are assured
that no trial took place.

Judgment was en

tered for the plaintiffs, but as no defense was
set up by the defendants, the case was not
tried; and therefore the points of alleged in
fringements are In no sense settled by this de
cision.
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subjects-mere vagaries.
•

,e,

•

An Error Corrected.

The London Practical Mechanics' Journal
publishes in the April number a summary of
Taylor'S Bill for amending the U. S. Patent
Law , and precedes it with the statement " we
are informed on very good authority that the
present bill is likely to become a law. "

We

rather suspect that the good authority of our
esteemed cotemporary has confounded the bill
spoken of with the one subsequently intro
d uced iit the Senate by the late Senator Evans,
and published in No. 28 of the present volume
of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.

The two bills

are entirely different in all essential particu
lars, and while the first has been virtually
abandonee. by its author, the excellent bill of
Senator Evans is still pending, and we trust
will become a law.

i titntifit �mtritan+
ter of Paris are added and thoroughly incor

Roofinlr Cements.

Having had a number of inquiries recently
regarding cements for the roofs of buildings,
we publish the followiug, being the substance
of two specifications o f patents for such com
position s :First.-This p atent was granted to R . H.
Smith, of Cincinnati, on the 2 0th of January,
The obj ect of this invention is to pre

1857.

pare a cement suitable for roofing and other
purposes that will not require the aid of fire in
its preparation,

and which will expand and

contract under atmospheric influences without
rupturing, and which will also speedily lose
the offensive smell of coal tar, which is part of
its composition.
It is formed by mixing the following ingre
dients i n a cold state :To 21 p arts of coal tar add one p art of in
dia-rubber dissolved in turpentine.
To 2 8 parts of coal tar add one part of gum
shellac dissolved i n alcohol.
To 2 1 parts of coal tar add one part of boiled
linseed oil.
To 2 8 parts of coal tar add one part of
common molasses.
These four solutions are prepared in sepa
rate vessels, each being well stirred until a
thorough incorporation takes place.

They

are then left to stand for thirty-six hours, then
all mixed together, and thoroughly incorpor
ated, when, as a compound, it is ready to re
ceive the

substances employed

as

a

drier.

These are prepared as follows : To six parts o f pulverized quick lime add
one part of pulverized gypsum.
To 24 parts of pulverized quick lime add one

porated by stirring, when the whole is fit for

THE GREAT HAT BODY CASE.

use.
This patentee asserts that it i s a wrong
practice to employ cements for roofing pur
poses without heating all the ingredients. The
asphaltum and an increased quantity of shel
l ac are necessary to give the cement a com
pact character ;
make

the rubber and linseed oil

it elastic, the soapstone gives it body,

and i s a non-conductor. This cement is stated
to be durable, and not liable to crack.

The

claim is for this roofing cement, " m ade up
of the ingredients, i n the proportions, and in
the manner set forth . "
I n preparing the first c�ment, there is not
the least necessity for mixing the drier ingre
di�nts in three separate parts first.

They can

all be mixed together at once, and answer as
good a purpose.

We also cannot see the least

necessity for mixing the ingredients of the
primary solution separately, before they are
all incorporated together.

If all be mixed to

gether as in the second specification, under the
influence of heat, they will b e more perfectly
united.

Excepting the

molasses employed

in these cements, all the

other ingredients

have been previously used in cements.
In our next number, we shall publish two
other specifications of recent patents for roof
ing cements.

. .•. .

How to Cut R Piece of Leather which
Exactly fit a. Cone Drum.

This is a case involving great value, and
which has excited much interest.

It is one

of several suits involTing a controversy be
"
tween re-issues or an original patent granted
to Henry A. Wells, and owned by H. A. Burr
& Co., and subsequent
Alva B. Taylor.

patents granted to

It was a suit in equity in

the United States Circuit Court in the district
of Connecticut, on two patents, one for ma
chinery, and the other for a process, and both
of which were re-issues of original patents
granted to Henry A. Wells on the 25th of
April, 1 846, one of the re-issuQs being for im
provements in making hat bodies, consisting
of the combination of a feeding apparatus to
feed the fur to the rotating picker, to be re
ceived and thrown by the picker into :l. guid

ing and distributing race-way, having a pe
culiar delivery aperture, to distribute the dis
integrated fur upon a revolving perforated
conical vessel or former, having the air ex
hausted from within it, so as to cause the fur
so dist>'ibuted to adhere by the pressure of the
air to its surface ;

and thQ other re-issue be

ing for hardening the bat while on the cone
where so deposited, by covering the same with
an outer cone also perforated, and immersing
the whole into hot water, so as to remove it
from the cone without injury, and thus form

will

A correspondent writes and asks us the
abo"ll e question, and as it i s one of general in

a fur bat of a conical shape, suitable for being
made into a hat p ody.
The suit was brought by H. A. Burr &

Co., the proprietors of

the Wells'

patent,

terest to machinists, we give a diagram to

against George E . Cowperthwaite, engaged in

illustrate our answer : -

the manufacture of hat bodies in Danbury,

.E
I'"

part of litharge.
To 30 parts of powder quick lime add one

Conn., and whom it was claimed, worked ac
cording tp Letters Patent granted to Alva B .

"

part of yellow ochre.
Each of these dual parts is mixed together

i
i

To every f0ur gallons of the former com

i

pound of tar, &c., one quart of this drying

Taylor, and which the complainants claimed

; i

; i\

I

first, then the whole are thoroughly incorporat
ed.

United States Circuit Court.

Before Hon. Charles J. Ingersoll, New Haven, Conn.

was an infringement upon their patent, both
in

i

i
i

the machinery and in the process em

ployed.
The cause was argued last fall in New York

compound is added, and thoroughly stirred,

at great length, before Justice Nelson and

when it is ready to put on a roof by spreading

Judge Ingersoll, sitting as chanoellors, by

it in a thin layer, and pressing fine sand into

Charles M. Keller for the plaintiffs, and by

it with a trowel or other instrument, or it may

George Gifford and George Harding for the

Scraps for tbe Mnsenm of Science.

The study of the natural sciences is

a

never-failing source of delightful occupation,
and has a direct and positive tendency to
create and keep alive both religious and moral
sentiment.

No one who opens, in a proper

spirit, the great book of nature, c an ever fail
to turn from its contemplation with a more
devout and
the Divine

reverential

acknowledgm�nt of

Author's infinite wisdom, good

nes�, and power.
INsEcTs.-The number of distinct species of
insects already known and described cannot
be estimated at less than two hundred thou
sand-there being nearly twenty thousand
different beetles alone, known at the present
time-and every day is adding to the cata
logue.

CLOTHING OF T H E EARTH.--The globe is

a mass of vegetable life.

Plants are the uni

versal covering-the dress of the naked earth.
They perform vast. functions, reclaiming, ex
tending, and improving it.

They are the

basis of animal life and existence ; their very
beauty, their social and benevolent language,
render even this troubled scene a place of de
light.

He who

communes

and meditates

among trees and flowers ahall find his Maker
there to teach his listening heart.
CELLS OF B EE s . -The shape which bees

give to their cell is a regular hexagon.

They

could not have chosen a figure which would
have afforiled them a greater number of cells
in the space contained in the hive.

The pro

perty of this figure is that many united to
gether completely fill up a space round a cer
tain point, without leaving any void what
ever.
AIR BLADDERS.-Fish possess the power of
rising or sinking, by means of an air bladder ;
when distended with air, the fish is buoyed
up, and remains on the surface of the water
without any effort of its own.

O n compress

ing the bladder by the action of the surround
ing muscles) the included air is condensed, and
the fish sinks to the bottom.

O n relaxing

the same muscles, the air recovers its former
dimensionii, and the fish is again rendered
buoyant.

be put on with a brush like p aint.

defendant.

The coal tar is employed to give this ce
ment body, the india-rubber to give it elasti
city, the shellac strength, the linseeil oil t o re

visement by the j udges, and on Tuesday the

PERUVIAN BARK.-This is the bark of II

2 7th inst., at the opening of the court in New

tree found in South America, which contains

Haven, was decided in favor of the defendant

in it the powerful bitter and tonic quinia.

by a �engthy and able opinion from Judge

The sulphate of quinine is obtained by treat

pel moisture, and the molasses to act as a deo
dorizer. It is stated that in the course of two
or three weeks after this cement is put on, the
offensive smell of the coal tar is all gone,
whereas, without the molasses, it will emit a
disagreeabl e odor for about eighteen months,

and this i s a most serious objection to the use
of such tar for roofing. The drier described

is employed for the purpose of solidifying the
cement.

Neither of the foregoing ingredients when

used by themselves, or when combined with
each other, is claimed broadly, but " the ee
ment formed of the materials described, pre
pared in the manner and in the proportions
set forth, to be made and applied to roofing,
&c., without the aid of fire, and by which the
offensi ve smell of coal tar is neutralized . "
Second.-T his patent w a s issued to Charles
R. Milks, of Detroit, Mich., March 3, 1 8 5 7 .

T h e nature of this invention consists in a com
posi tion for roofing, containing about double
the quantity of rubber heretofore used, and

which from long experience in the business,
Mr. Milks fonnd necessary to prevent its

Make the line, A B, in the accompanying
diagram equal to the diameter of the base of
the drum, and C D equal to the diam eter of
the smaller end of the cone ; draw the lines,
A C and B D, and prolong these lines until
they m eet at the point, E, strike two arcs,
D F and B G, the first with E D, and the se
cond with E B for radius, m ak" the arc, D F,
equal to the circumference of the smaller end,
and B G equal to the circnmference of the base
of the cone, draw the line, F G, which will
pass through the point, E, and the piece D B
G F, if cut out. will exac tly cover the cone
drum.
In order to find the lengthll of the arcs. D F
and B G, it is only necessary to know the
angle, D E F, which will correspond to these
arcs, and the number of degrees of this angle
can be found by multiply ing 360 with the
length of one half of the line, C D, taken in
inches, and dividing the product by the length
of the line, D E .
How to

obtain Dry Boiled Potatoes.

sent volume of the SCIENTIFIC AMER I CAN, I

proportions.

Permit me to give you my method of effecting

greatly increased

T ake twenty gallons of naptha or coal tar
and place it in a l arge kettle. To this are

added two gallons of asphaltum, dissolved in
purified spirits of turpentine at a moderate

heat (the turpentine must be fully saturated
with the asphaltum) ; two gallodS of gum

shellac varnish (shellac dissolved in alcohol) ;
two gallons of rubber dissolved in turpentine,
and one and a half gallons of boile a" linseed
oil.

These are then subj ected to a moderate

MESSRS. EDITORs-On p age 253 of the pre

notice your plan for cooking soggy potatoes.
the s ame obj ect.

I pare the potatoes about

an hour before boiling, and then soak them in
cold water until they are to be cooked.

When fully cooked

the water is poured off, then the kettle or pot
is placed on the stove, with the lid removed,
to allow the moisture to evaporate.

By this

method of cooking potatoes, I have never fail
ed to render them dry and mealy.

and ten pounds of soapstone dust, five
of sugar of lead, Ilnd one peck of plas-

The

water must be boiling before they are put in,
and a little salt i s added.

Ingersoll, in which he announced that Judge

ing the bark with sulphuric acid, when th e

Nels9n concurred.

compound crystallizes out.

.. .., ..
Gildin g and Plating Silk Thread.

A patent has recently been taken out in

England by F. Burot for a process of gilding
silk thread, as follows : -The silk i s first im
mersed in a solution of acetate of silver, to
which is

added some ammonia.

MRS. H. N. W.

Fre�)lort, Ill. , April, Y858.

After two

hours' immersion in this liquid it is taken out
and dried, then submitted to the action of a

It is much used

in medicine, in doses of from one

to six

grains, according to the age and condition of
the patient .
THE

LABORATORY .-The four interesting

articles which have recently appeared in the

SCIENTIFIC AM ERI C AN upon this subject were

prepared by

Mr.

teemed London

Septimus Piesse-our es

correspondent.

He

wields

current of hydrogen gas, which reduces the

the pen of a ready writer upon any topic that

silver in the thread to a metallic state, fit to

stands related "to the laboratory.

conduct a current of electricity.

The silk is

mation is gathered out of a large experience

then gilded by any of the processes employed

in the preparation of all the choicest articles

in gilding metal plates or obj ects, namely, by

for the

placing it in a bath with a gold solution in con

nection with a galvanic battery.

. .•. .
A.nother Great Telegraph Enterprise.

The London Observer states that a new
company has been formed in that city for the
purpose of laying a submarine cable through
the Atllmtic, between

. ... ..

cracking, he uses ingredient s, which have
before been used in such cements, but they
are employed by him in

The case was then held under ad

Europe and America,

with an intermediate mid-way station at the
Azore islands.

This is a very plausible pro

j ect, but we trust this new company, before
oontracting for its submarine cable, will wait
until the old company makes its second grand
effort next month.

toilet.

His infor

Among the most fragrant

scents we have ever met with is the " Frangi
panni, an eternal perfume, " prepared by Mr.
Piesse.

It can be obtained 'of Inger & Co.,

Broadway, New York.
THE AGE

OF

O Y ST ER s . -The process by

which oysters make their shells is one of the
most singular phenomena in natural science,
and from the successive layers or plates over
lapping each other, found on them, their age
can be ascertained.

Each layer makes a

year's growth, so that by counting them, the
year the bivalve c ame into the world can at
once be determined.

Up to the time of their

. . •. .

maturity the layers are regular and succes

man of the Committee on Patents, expired very

over the· other, and give a more thick and

Senator Evans, of South Carolina, Chair
suddenly in Washington on tho evening of the
7th h.st.

Mr. Evans was a very highly re

spectable man, and much esteemed in the
Senate.

But a few weeks since he reported a

Patent Bill published in No. 28.
.. ... .

The third new comet of 1858 was discover
ed at Harvard College Observatory by Horace

P. Tuttle, on the 2nd inst., at 10 P. M.
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sive, but after that time they are piled one
bulky appearance to the oyster.
A composition made of roasted starch, salts
of soda, and magnesia has been patented in
England by F. G. Calvert and C. Lowe, as a

substitute for glue and other animal size em

ployed in dressing textile fabrics.
The illuminating power of the electric light
is to the best wax candle, as 1444 is to 1 .

� titntifit �m£ritan+
ent Office during the week ending Saturday, M.y
8t 1858 :A. J., of Ill. ; G. B. B., of Conn. ; L. & G., of Conn.;
R. & S., of Obio ; B. B. M., of Fla. ; N. C., of Ohio ;
K. F., of Wis. ; S. N. C., of III. ; G. W. B., ofInd. ; D.
B. W., of N. Y. ; A. D. B., of Msss. ; A. M. P., of N.
Y. ; E. V. S., of Miss. ; A. J. B. F., of Ind. ; C, D., of
L. I. ; J. M. C. , of Wis. ; G. G., of III. ; J. & D., of N.
Y. ; A. W. W., of Conn. ; W. D., Jr., of Po. ; N. W.
of Vt. ; H. S. F., of Mas•. ; J. M. N., of Iowa ; J.
H. L. S. , of N. H.-If a pRtent is extended, it docs not B.,
E., of N. Y. ; .A. D. B., of N. Y. ; W. B., of N, Y. ; L.
affect the right· of parties to run such machin28 at! they E.
H.,
ofN. Y.
bad in operation be:fore the extension was granted.
.. . ..
Such right is clearly recognized by judieial decisions.
J. W. P. ! at' Minn.-For the information you want
Literary Not ices.
address W. B. Leonard, American Institute, New York
TilEBroadway,
NEW AMERICAN
CYCLOP.EDIA.
D. Appleton
city.
Ne.w York.
The appearance
of the&
C. C., of N. Y.-From the seed of the potato we should Co.,
second
volume
of
this
valuable
national
work,
embrac
words
from
BEA. againwhocalls
us to
not have had a useful plant in less than three years ; ing
give
a notice
ofmatter
it.ARA
Ofwe
theto can
gentlemen
areupon
employed
from the tuber we POBSCS8 it in a single summer.
to
collect,
'
the
say
that
they
have,
as a
R. G.� of Mif.!8.-The flowering of plants is subject to body. done their work well, although in some instances
they have not said quite enough about their subject.
fl. law of periodicity and habit. Alpine plants do not
Asitsthesuccess,
,vork progresses
there ismOTe
moredistinctively
interest awakened
wo.it for the suu's heat, but exert such a struggle to in
and it assumes
the po�
blossom that the flowers arc scen among the unmelted �!t��bl�t f:�ar�r� !r:ht�a��lkl�P�t��i�gra�h��'l a��e
SIl{)W.
des which
are notbutconfined
to theliving"migl1ty
dead"
'V. S. R, of Mo.-Common plaster will not answer
alone.
as is usual,
the " famous
are also
nofor rough brick wa.lls exposed to the weather, it will ;��h���i�� ���crntFa�t�;Ylt�! ��g��;l�i!� �sr�eh����:
soon crack off j and hydruulic cement and Band is still
tois their
author..
A full account
of the Atlantic
worse. You Ulust make up a cement ofbohed linseed Rble
Ocean
inthethiascience
secondof,vhich
volume,
the
commercial
history
well
as
is
included
in thenoarticle.
oil, containing a drier, (such as litharge,) and mix this as
Themake
publishers
and
editors
seem
to
be
sparing
pa.ins
with some brick dust, dry pipe clay, and fine sa.nd, and to
the work one of standard value and sterling
put it on with a trowel. The bricks should receive two merit.
conts of boiled linseed oil before this cement is put Oll.
A WOMAN'S
WOMEN. Rudd
By the
Author
of " JohnTnouG!lTs
Halifax,ABOUT
Gentleman."
&
D. J. H., 01 Ohlo.-Cast steel bells are made and sold
Carleton,
310
Broadway,
New
York.
That
by Messrs. Naylor & Co. , this city. Such bells are cast labor under many so(:iai disadvantagt>-8, no onewowen
ii!!
pre
to weigh from 85 to 6,000 pounds, and have been used pared to deDY, and this lady knowing this, and feeling
epk'is�i��kat������ �ou�g�d�°Fo�lt t�rl�i��� :��
with 8ucceB for about six years in the Canadas and in
the north ofS EuroP(il. The price per pound at which ��:.
to
have
self-reliance,
to believe more truly in
these bells are sold is 28 cents for .11 th.t weigh over 65 ber holymore
mjssion
that sheand
act more consistently
gmar.t�h�ft;�
r
e
pounds.
ft���c�
�f:gJe:i;,
�ee"a�il: ��
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H. D. F., of Mas•. -We have placed your letter on recommend all to read it, and that carefully.
file, and await your future orders in reference to the PItINCE CHARLES, OR THE PRETENDER, is the title of an
progress of your invention.
Interesting tale published by Dick & Fitzgerald, of 18
street,J.New
York, and written by that very popu
R. A. D., of Ma.s.-It i. reasonable to suppose that Ann
lar author,
�..,. Smith. The tale is written with his
after .n application tor a patent has been on file for one usual
vigor,
and
is
higbly interesting.
year, and no patent L�sued for the invention, that the
CRANBERRY
AND
ITS Thi.
CULTURE.
Byfull
B. Eastwood.
application bas been refused. Still there may be cir A.TIlE
Moore, New
York.
i. and
book
of practi
cumst.nces which will del.y a case for that length of cal O.instruction
for
the
treatment
development
the cranberry vine, and to all growers of that lusciousof
time.
must prove an invaluable handbook of sound tn
S. W., of N. Y.-It is the opinion of many geologist. fruit
formation.
that there was a period in the bistory of the earth when COE.NELL'S FIRST STEPS IN GEOGRAPHY. D. Aypleton
the atmo,phere wa. more highly charged witb carbonic
0
a:r';:Kg re7n 19�k' i�iS JSq��8t��el�gj
fo o It iis full ot
acid gas and moisture than at present, and that plants rrtt�
answer'bo��
for teachinge children
geography.
of a larger species then flourished in luxuriance, their illustration.
which
cannot
fail to Interest the juvenile
light being obtained through a warm but cloudy atmo learner.
sphere. This is the period mentioned in Genesis, prior BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE-Published by Leonard
to the time when, it is stated, the Bun was put in the Scott & Co., No. 54 Gold street, New York_The num
heavens. There seems to be a harmony between the ber for this month of this veteran and able magazine,
series of creations recorded in the Scriptures and the is ean able one. The flrst article is on Dr. Livingston
�� d��srfgit7 ����ti�Ued�b��fJ�: �h���' �����t8t���
revelations of geology.
D. G. B., of, Ohio.-Alcohol is a compound. of 24 parts ling essays 011 various subjects.
MEDICAL JOURNAL AND RY.VIEW
of carbon, by weight" with six of hydrogen, and sixteen �r[lFl CHARLESTON
by seven
Walker,
Evans
& of
Co.a, very
Charleston
of oxygen. It cannot be made, h0wever, by the direct _Published
S.
<":.-Contains
original
essays
supClior
union of its elements, but has to be separated by fer character, besides It great
mass
of
general
medical in
mentation from other substances, as grain and sugar. telligence. This is a wost able medicai periodical.
R. H. C., of N. Y.-The mirage i.� a meteorological
TUE ECLECTIO l\lED1cAr� JOURNAL. R. S. N ewtoD
D.,
this number there are ex
phenomenon, depending partly au the vapor of the at M.
cellcntCincinnati,
articles onOhio.-In
,. McrcuriaIs,"
by Dr. Jones j on
mosphere, and partly on the intermixture of strata of ��Malpractice
Cases,"
by the editor, and many others of
air of different temperatureg and densities. It assumes great interest.
the appearance of a sheet of water, often exhibiting the HALL'S JOURNAL OF HEALTH, for May, contains some
reflected or inverted images of distant objects.
h
a
l hI
. 4l. M., of Fla.-We do not know where the moss sad �:!ae� ����:p ��r�fih,: J��to:rs ����: i1 ls : ��t
dle rugs are manufactured. Perhaps iome of our read useful periodical, and .hould be in every family.
THE SOUTHERN PLANTER, published at Richmond, Va. ,
ers can inform you.
W. T. H., of Ind.-By assuming another person'. �°o'"ut�:S�3�:��:;:i����:�t��:I!��1'�lr�f'l�'1:"�I�:0�:
name in your correspondence with us, hoping thereby freshness.
to get favors, you have placed yourself beyond the right
of consideration from us, and we therefore decline all
TERMS OF ADVERTISING.
further correspondence with you.
cent. per line each in.ertlon. We re
E. T. Paine, of Charleston, S, C., wishes to purchase Twenty-five
the best and mos, complete machine for cutting and pectfully requeit that our patron. will make their ad
dressing staves thirty-two inches long for cypress or vertls.ments as short as po.sible. Engraving. camwt
molasses barrels, and also adapted to shingle cutting be admitted into the advertising column•.
All advertisements must be paid for before in
and dressing.
P. A. R of Pa.-Conducting water through a coiled serting.
tube arranged In the bottom of a well between the head
and point of exit, for the purpose of cooling the water is WH L
�t�����i��
an old idea, and therefore not patentable.
HighestI�
Premiums
awarded 1857, by the�t8�fs�
American In
W. S. M., of Conn.-Bevel gear is more expensive at stitute,
N.
Y. , MaryiQnd Institute, Baltimore, an(1 at
first than belt and pu\ley for your saw mill, but will not the Maine. Connecticut, Michigan and Illinois State
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which also serves to support th0 frame, and it

fall to the ground. L is a clutch for throwing

has teeth on the inner side of its periphery

the wheel, F, in and out of gear ; it has two

which gear into E, and thus the rotation of D

eye pieces upon it, and there being a small rim

gives motion to the bevel wheels, F G ; a rod,

on the axle, it holds the axle securely in the

other end an eccentric, gives the proper recip

frame, and having a chain, N, passing from it

H,

New Alloy for Journal Boxes.

The following is the 5ubstance of a patent

carrying the latter,

and having on

position desired.

its

M is a lever hinged to the

granted to Thomas Forth, of Cincinnati, Ohio,

rocating motion to the cutters in the sickle,

over a puney, let into a slot in the draught

on the 1st of May, 1 8 5 5 : -

J, by means of the rod, I.

pole,

Take seven and a half (7!) pounds o f pure

pounds of zinc,

AMERICAN,

21,

my

this Vol.,

attention

was

speciall, attractAd by the article headed " Tin
versus Gold for leeth," in which testimony in
favor of the former over gold was adduced. To
this I also wish to add my testimony. In 1 839
I had my teeth examined by a good den
tist, who filled all the cavities (fifteen), with
but one exception,

with gold.

This excep

sidered so much decayed that the use of gold

which when all

was held to be extravagant, hence the em

melted and the two metals thoroughly mixed,

One of

ployment of tin foil for the purpose.

the alloy is to be run into molds for j ournal
boxes.

SCIENTIFIC

tional tooth was filled with tin, and was con

NISHWITZ'S MOWING MACHINE.

ally add, in small pieces, ninety-two and a

(02t)

and then attached to the front of the

frame ; by this the driver can lift the frame

casting for guiding the grain or grass in its

copper and melt it in a crucible ; then gradu
half

K is a board or

FIlUng Teeth WJth Tin.

MESSRS. EDITORs-In �o.

the teeth then filled with gold is now entirely

The claim for this composition is the

gone, and several others have had their filling

alloy ill the exact proportions stated, which is

asserted to make a superior and cheap com

renewed, but the one filled with tin is as good

ply a brass with the zinc greatly preponderat

formed.

position for journal boxes.

as it was on the day the operation was per

The alloy is sim

use of tin, as a substitute for gold in filling

the proportions given, of course, obviates the

teeth.

patent.

Tin is, undoubt edly, a superior non_conductor

quiries regarding the composition of " Babbitt

to gold, and perhaps its expansion by slight

metal, " and presuming they come from new

oxydation may tend to render it more dura

subscribers, we feel called upon to publish the

ble, and at the same time fit more accurately

recipe, although we have given it in a former

in the cavity.

volume : -

24

24

pure tin and eight of antimony.

Great care

must b e exercised in
copper.

.. ... .

parts of

Wealth of the United States.

The aggregate wealth of the United States

adding the tin to the

tion is

by the use of a greater quantity of tin . Many

by the population gives $500 to each person,

persons suppose t.hat the above metallic alloy

young and old ;

is the subj ect of a patent by Mr. Babbitt ; it
The patent was for lin

ing iron j ournal boxes with soft metal.
. .•. .
The .iEolian Harp.

A correspondent desires us to give him some
particulars of this instrument, and directions
how to construct it ; and as the summer is com
ing on, and its melancholy music may find
many who will enjoy it during the hot season,

we give the desired information for the benefit

of all our readers :This instrnment consists of a long narrow

hight from the

draught pole in ' " backing" w ill be thrown on

fortune of $2,500 to every family of the re·

ground, and when it is in the proper position

the back of the frame, and thus raise the sickle

publi c .

free from the ground.

�������

and sickle to any desired

the p awl P (seen better in Fig.

2)

secures it

This is a light and very convenient ma

by catching in one of the teeth upon the rack,
R.

When it is desired to release the pawl, the

driver places his foot upon the lever,

Q,

chine, and will, we have

and

no

doubt, fulfil

the purposes for which it is intended by the

that lifts up the pawl and allows the frame to

inventor, F . Nishwitz, of 134 First

fall to its lowest position.

Williamsburg, L . I. , who will furnish any

From this descrip-

tion it will be seen that the frame is perfectly

further particulars.

balanced, and that the force exerted on the

it Feb. 16, 1858.

street,

A patent was obtained on

INVENTORS, MANUFACTURERS,
AND FARMERS.

with a circle in the middle of the upper side,

THOMPSON'S SEED ROLLER.

of an inch and a-half in diameter, in which

THIRTEENTH

On this side

are stretched over bridges at each end, like
the bridge of a fiddle, and screwed up or re

- . ... _ - - - - - - - -- - - - _ ..

...

The strings must all

IF·
- - - - ---- i :::IEE
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This work dille", material1y from other publications,

_I

being an illustrated Periodical, devoted to the promul

AlE ::

be tuned to one and the same note, (D is, per
haps, the best,) and the instrument should

gation of information relating to the various MOOI<ANI.

a.u. and CWWlOAL ARTS, MANUFAOTUltBS, AGRIOULTURE,

PATENTS, INVENTIONS, ENGINEERING, MILL WORK, and

all interests which the light of PRAOTlOAL SCIENOE Is

be placed in a window partly open, in which

calculated to advance.

the width is exactly equal to the length of the

Every number of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN

�

eontains eight pages of reading m tter, abundantly

harp, with the sash j ust raised to give the air
admission.

illustrated with from five to eight ENGRAVINGs-a1J of

When the air blows upon these

which are expreS3ly engraved for this pUblication.

strings with differlmt degrees of force it will
excite different tones

of sound.

YEAR :

PROSPECTUS OF THE

seven, ten, or more strings of very fine catgut

laxed with screw pins.

and counting five persons to

each family, it would give the handsome litt1e

box of very thin pine, about six inches deep,

are to b e drilled small holes.

$12,000,000,000, and the popula
24,000,000 souls. The wealth divided

amounts to

This composition is rendered softer

never was patented.

D. S. HOWARD .

Corpus Christi, Tex., April, 1858.

pounds o f copper and melt i t first

in a crucible, then add gradually

I do not express an opinion as to the

cause ; I merely relate my own experience.

Having recently had quite a number of in

Take

I am satisfied, both in regard to the

durability and comfort experienced, by the

ing, and half a pound added or taken from

All the most valuable patented discoveries are de

Sometimes

I..

the blast brings out all the tones in full con

lineated and described in its Issues, so that, as respect.

"'WI

Inventions, it may be justly regarded as an fllustratcft

Repertory, where the inventor may learn what has been

:5 2::

cert, and sometimes it sinks them to the softest
murmurs.

done before him In the same field which he is exploring
and where he may bring to the world " knowledge of

his own achievements.

A colossal imitation of the instrument just

Southern. Western and Can..ruan money or Post Office

described was invented at Milan in 1786, by

stamps, taken at par for subscription..

the

.cribers

Abbe

Gattoni.

He

stretched

seven

to the house of a Signor Moscate, who was in
terested in the success of the experiment, and
this apparatus, called the " giant's harp, " in
blowing weather yielded lengthened peals of
harmonious music.

In a storm this music

was sometimes heard at the distance of several
miles.

. ..' .

Improved Mowing Machine.

This mowing machine is possessed of the

Canadian .ub

to remit twenty-six cents extra on

each year'.subscription, to pre-pay postage.

strong iron wires, tuned to the notes of the
gamut, from the top . of a tower sixty feet high,

will ple""e

Reports of American Patents granted are also pub

Our engraving is a top view of a roller that

others not at all, while this roller, conforming

is intended for rolling seeds into the earth,

as it d oes, to all the inequalities of the ground

after they have been planted in or thrown

(by being j ointed) covel'S all the seed equally
and with the same pressure.

upon it by any suitable means.
A A represent two frames that are j ointed

together at their centers.

T o the underside

of each frame are attachQd axles, a, one at

Advantageous

as j ointed roller frames are acknowledged to

be, they are seldom used, because in moist
ground they are liable to become clogged

wheels having their rims of a suitable shape to

from the damp soil adhering to them, and
thus preventing their perfect action ; but this

act as rollers, b .

each side of the j oint, and on these are placed

lished every week, ind uding Official Copies of all the
PATENT CLAIMS.
from the

Patent

These Patent Claims are furnished
Office

Records expressiy for tlli.

paper, and published in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN

in advance of all other publicatwna.
Mechanics, Inventors, Engineers, Chemists,

Manu

facturers, Agriculturists, and people in every profeeeion
of life, will find the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN to be
of great value in their respective callings.

Its counsels

and suggestions wl1l save them hundreds of dol1ar, an
nually, besides affording them a continual source of
knowledge, the value of which Is beyond pecuniary
estimate.

Much might be added to this Prospectus, to

Between each of the wheels

valuable peculiarity that in any position of

is a slat, c, and the rolling wheels of the fore

roller is free from this disadvantage, for the

the cutters they are perfectly balanced on the

frame, A, are opposite the slats of the back

axle by the weight of the driver on his seat,

it is most easily detached, namely, ill a hori

frame and vice versa, as will be seen by re

zontal line just above their axis of rotation,

tion is so thoroughly known throughout the country

this insures all the ground being rolled which

or One DoUar for Six Months.

raised from the ground, and it can in conse

thus dropped from the fore rollers is pressed

is within the compass of the machine.

quence turn freely at the end of the swath.

two frames, A, are connected together by a

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of this machine,

into the ground by the succeeding frame. All
the small clods are crushed and pressed into

j ointed reach, B, and a pole, C, is fixed to the

in which A is the frame, B is the draught pole

fore one for the horses to be attached to. The

the ground, and in every way it answers the

that can move up and down in the guides on

drag merely throws a light covering of earth

the front of the frame, and it is hinged to the

over the seed which is often displaced by the

tor, Anson Thompson, of Glen Falls, N. Y.,

winds, leaving them exposed, and the har

who will be happy to give any further in

r ow covers portions of the seed too deep, and

formation.

0, and the draught-pole is so attached that

when the machine is " backed, " the sickle is

frame at a point behind the axles, C, on which
frame is suspended.

D is a driving wheel

ferring to the dotted lines in the illustrati on ;

The

slats, c, take off all the soil at the point where

and thus keep the rollers clear, and all the soil

purpose for which it i s designed.
It was patented Dec. 0, 1856, by the inven
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